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SUMMARY OF KEOGH PROVISIONS 

Decisions concerning participation in a tax sheltered retirement plan for self
employed individuals rest solely with the individual making them. These deci
sions are a reflection of a personal evaluation of present and future economic con
ditions and should be those which can be expected to give the greatest personal 
satisfaction. 

When considering the feasibility of participating in a Keogh 1 plan the guid
ance and counsel of an attorney is invaluable, primarily because of the highly 
technical nature of the rules under which these plans are established and must 
operate. 

Purpose of this publication is t0 assist people in evaluating the non-legal 
considerations affecting their decision to participate in a Keogh retirement plan. 
However, the legal aspects form the basis for participation and must therefore be 
included. 

The Legal-Economic Question. 

A brief look at the following questions will summarize the legal-economic 
aspects of Public Law 87-792 as amended. 

Who is Eligible? Individuals operating either as a sole proprietor or as a 
partner in an unincorporated trade or business are eligible if all full time em
ployees are included. 

Why Participate? Current taxes are reduced and earnings from the invested 
funds in a Keogh plan are not subject to taxation until the fund is distributed. 

Funds contributed to a Keogh plan must be removed from control of the in
dividual in rhe taxable year for which tax reduction is taken. The four Keogh 
investment alternatives open to an individual are: (1) a trust account (2) a cus
todial account, ( 3) insurance contracts, and ( 4) a special series bond from the 
Federal government. 

How Much can be Contributed? The lesser of $2,500 or ten percent of 
earned income can be contributed each taxable year and the taxable base is lowered 
by this amount, which in turn will lower tax liabilities. Essentially, earned in
come is equivalent to net operating profit for those devoting full or substantially 
full rime t0 only one trade or business. For anyone who operates more than one 
rrade or business and for whom capital2 is a material income producing factor, 
earned income is 30 percent of net operating profit. 

'Another common name for these plans is "H.R. 10" plans. 
"For rhe purposes of this srudy, the definition of capital will include land. For a derailed definition 
and discussion of capital see: Earl 0 . Heady, Economics of Agricultural Production and &source Use 
(Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1965) , pp. 24-25 . 



When are Benefits Realized? Except for total disability or death, funds 
are dist:ributed at retirement which cannot begin prior to age 591h nor later than 
age 701h . Funds may be distributed on an annual basis and taxed as ordinary in
come or distributed in one lump sum, in which case the tax liability is computed 
with a special formula. 

How to Participate? One may either, adopt an approved "Master" or "Pro
totype" plan, or draw up a plan to suit his individual needs. 

The Economic Question and Conclusions 

The purely economic considerations of participating in a Keogh retirement 
plan are not as easily summarized as those which are legal-economic in nature, 
but to many individuals they are of critical importance. For some, a relatively 
simple economic analysis may suffice. For others, a more in-depth analysis may 
be the only means by which they can obtain information on which to base a de
cision concerning participation. 

Two of the four models presented are limited in application and therefore 
are intended for individuals who require only a relatively simple economic analy
sis. The remaining two models are more complex. Because they are more com
plex, the latter two models make use of a series of computational forms. These, 
however, require only an elementary knowledge of mathematics. 

The first two models indicate tax savings are possible in both the shorr and 
long run. Long run net tax savings may not exist for all persons and individuals 
should carefully evaluate their personal situation prior to participating in a Keogh 
retirement plan. 

The example used to illustrate Model 3 reveals two things : (1) there are 
long run net monetary gains for the individual through participation and (2 ) his 
full time employee(s) also gain a retirement income, which may be considered 
a fringe benefit. 

The example illustrated by Model 4 indicates a farmer might be able to use 
borrowed money to contribute to his retirement fund , but only after very care
fully considering his costs of borrowing. Because interest payments are tax de
ductible, net borrowing costs may be less than interest rates. The model provides 
a procedure for calculating the feasibility of or length of time to participate when 
borrowed money must be used for this purpose. Higher interest rates reduce the 
time for which borrowing is feasible. 

One important fact is evident in all examples considered. The decision to 
participate is not independent of considerations involving standard of living, other 
investment alternatives, and the personal importance individuals associate with 
retirement security. 
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Retirement and Economics 
for Self-Employed 

Individuals 

JAMES M. STUBBLEFIELD AND DONALD R. LEVI 

INTRODUCTION 

With the passage of Public Law 87-792, entitled The Self Employed Individuals 
Tax Retiremmt Act of 1962, the owner of an unincorporated trade or business be
came eligible to participate in "tax sheltered" retirement programs formerly re
served for employees of a corporate firm. 

By definition the law establishes that a self-employed person is an employee of his 
own firm. Thus, a self-employed person is permitted to divert a portion of current 
income into a retirement fund of which he is the benefactor. He can deduct the 
amount contributed to the fund from his federal income taxable base and lower 
his tax liability. The funds set aside for retirement must be invested. Any earn
ings from such investment are exempt from tax liability until the fund is distrib
uted. When the fund is periodically distributed, on a monthly, annual or other 
basis, it is taxed as ordinary income. 

In effect, taxation on the portion of current income set aside for retirement, 
rogether with earnings from investment of these funds, is merely postponed un
til after retirement. 

The Foreign Investment Tax Act of 19663 made three significant changes in 
Public Law 87-792, as follows: 

1. Authors, inventors, and others whose income is derived through their 
own creativity become eligible to participate. 

2. "Earned Income" was re-defined for those individuals for whom capital 
is a material income producing factor, and who devote full or substantial
ly full time to only one trade or business. 4 This term delineates the amount 
one can contribute to a qualified retirement plan. 

3. All participants are now permitted a current-year federal income tax de
duction equal to the full amount of the retirement fund contribution rather 
than one-half the amount permissable under the original legislation. 

3These amendments came into being through Public Law 89-809, "The Foreign Investment Tax 
Act of 1966," Section 204. They are hereinafter referred to as the 1967 amendments. 
•Earned Income is still defined as 30% of net profits for individuals for whom capital is a material 
income producing factor and who do not devote full or substantially full time to only one trade or 
business. 
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Many were quick to recognize the significant effect of these changes for those 
for whom capital is a material income-producing factor. These changes have been 
widely publicized in farm extension publications. However, most articles did lit
tle more than say: "These are the changes and it may be worthwhile because the 
law allows a tax deferment." The prima facia attractiveness of tax deferment may 
have prompted some individuals to participate in Keogh retirement plans who 
would doubtlessly have been better off financially if they had not chosen to par
ticipate. 

There are several legal and economic considerations which should be evalu
ated prior to embarking on a venture to divert funds from a present to a future 
use. A Keogh retirement plan may be regarded as another potential investment 
by some farmers. For others, setting aside funds through a Keogh plan during 
their productive years may provide desirable retirement security which was not 
previously available. 

In any event it is desirable to have guidelines available for evaluating par
ticipation. These plans could represent one of the most significant developments 
in assuring an adequate retirement income to farmer operators since extension of 
the social security program to them in 1955. 

Purpose of this bulletin is to identify relevant economic considerations for 
those contemplating the establishment of their own retirement plan. Significant 
legal-economic factors are outlined first, followed by background information on 
which four different models are based. These models are designed to serve as 
guidelines for interested individuals whose objectives and conditions vary. 

A REVIEW OF PUBLIC LAW 78-792 5 

Due to the apparent complexity of Keogh retirement plans far the selfemployed, legal 
assistance should be sought at the earliest possible time. Setting aside funds for use dur
ing retirement should be an integral part of a comprehensive estate plan which 
can best be prepared and implemented by your attorney. 

There are rwo distinct classifications of self-employed individuals under the 
law. One group receives substantial income for personal services rendered. Capi
tal is a material income-producing factor for the second group. 

Income direaly attributable to capital, such as dividends or interest payments, 
does not qualify under this law. Doctors, lawyers, architects, and independent in
surance agents are among those who fall into the personal services group. Farmers 
and sole proprietors of hardware stores or other small businesses are typical of the 
group whose income is a function of capital investment. 

The latter group has additional limitations and restrictions which separate 
that portion of net profit attributable to personal services from that attributable 
to capital. By emphasizing this group, most important aspects of this law can be 
covered. 

5Entitled "The Self-Employed Individuals Tax Retirement Ace of 1962." 
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Why Participate in a Keogh Plan? 

The motivation for participation is often personal in nature. It may include 
the added security of a guaranteed income during retirement. The decision to 
participate may involve personal rather than economic considerations, but the 
tax features of these plans are economic in nature and will usually enter into any 
decision to participate. 

The crux of Public Law 87-792 is that it allows self-employed individuals to 
lower current annual federal income taxes by contributing to a retirement fund 
of which they are the beneficiary. Additionally, earnings from these contributions 
are allowed to accumulate tax free . 

The law now allows an "adjustment to income" on the federal income tax 
return equal to the value of the annual contribution to the Keogh plan and thus 
lowers taxable income and ultimately the amount of tax due. Taxation is not 
completely avoided; rather, it is merely postponed until the fund is distributed 
after retirement, death, or total disability. It is then taxed as ordinary income. 

Under the present tax structure, persons over age 65 are allowed greater ex
emptions then younger taxpayers. Hence, they may enjoy a net tax advantage by 
postponing consumption, depending on the level of current income as well as 
that anticipated during retirement. People who do not expect to be in a lower 
tax bracket during retirement than during the years they are paying into a Keogh 
fund lose the key benefits attributable to these plans. They should evaluate the 
feasibility before participation in a Keogh plan . 

Who Can Participate? 

Generally speaking, Keogh plans are for the benefit of employees, but any
one who operates a business as a sole proprietor is by definition an "owner-em
ployee." This entitles him to participate in a Keogh plan. An "owner-employee" 
also includes partners of a partnership, provided each has at least 10 percent in
terest in the partnership. 6 

A Restriction: Any full time employee7 who has, for three or more con
secutive years, been in the employ of an "owner-employee" must be included in 
the retirement plan for the owner-employee. That is, retirement fund contribu
tions must also be made on behalf of the employee by the owner-employee. These 
contributions must be in addition to the regular wage, which cannot be reduced 
at or near the time the plan is to begin. The ownership rights to the employee's 
share of the fund are non-forfeitable. However, these contributions are deducti
ble as a business expense by the owner-employee. Thus, if an owner-employee 

"A partnership is the employer of the individual partners. See: Revenue Ruling 67-3, Internal Rev
enue Bulletin Number 2, January 9, 1967. The Internal Revenue Bulletin is hereinafter cited as 
I.R.B. 
'This law defines an employee, in general, as one who customarily works for one employer more 
than twenty hours per week for more than five calendar months in any taxable year. Furthermore, 
anyone who, under Common Law would be an employee is considered to be an employee. 
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sets up a retirement fund of his personal benefit, he must include all full time 
employees. 

What Happens to the Contribution? 

All contributions to a Keogh fund must be invested. The law requires the 
type of investment to be explicitly spelled out in the retirement plan and may be 
from among four alternatives. Funds can be invested in one or any combination 
of the following : (1) a trust, with a bank as trustee, (2) a custodial account, with 
a bank as custodian, (3) a special type government bond, or (4) insurance con
tracts. An individual may establish separate retirement plans if more than one of 
these alternatives is desired. However, the total contribution to all plans in a 
multi-plan arrangement must not exceed the amount which is authorized with 
only one plan in existence. 

Funds in a trust can be invested in a great many things, such as real estate, 
common-stock, bonds, mutual funds, and insurance contracts. The number of 
possible investments is virtually infinite. If, when initiating the plan, one chooses 
co name himself as one member of the group which has the power to select in
vestments (which is permissible with a trust or custodial account) he may be able 
to influence how the fund is invested. 

A custodial account is much less formal than a trust, but serves the same 
function . However, the investment alternatives are restricted to (1) mutual funds, 
or (2) annuities, endowments, or insurance contracts. It is permissible to use a 
separate cusrodial account for each type of investment. Interium deposits may be 
made in a bank checking or savings account while sufficient funds are being ac
cumulated to make additional investments, or while waiting for an appropriate 
time to make further investment. 

The bonds referred to are United States Retirement Plan Bonds, currently 
bearing interest at the rate of 4.15% compounded semi-annually. They are pur
chased and redeemed from Federal Reserve Banks without fee, are sold only in 
the name of the individual employee, are non-transferable and non-forfeitable, 
have an indeterminate maturity date, and cease to bear interest five years after the 
death of their owner. They can be purchased in denominations of $50, $100, $500, 
and $1,000. 

Insurance companies now offer both fixed and variable annuity contracts. 
These will be discussed later and deserve the attention of certain individuals with 
specific objectives in mind. In general, an annuity is an agreement to periodically 
pay a fixed amount to the beneficiary of the contract, based on the amount paid 
in. 

A variable annuity is also based on the amount paid in and is an agreement 
to make periodic payments to the beneficiary, but not at a predetermined or fixed 
rate . Payments are determined by the accumulated value of the contributions 
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which have been made. Since insurance companies invest these funds, often in 
common stocks or bonds, the accumulated value of the retirement fund varies, 
depending on the general economic trends and the specific investment selected. 

During the past several years, long run investments in stock and bonds have 
served as a hedge against inflation. Historically, land has been an excellent hedge 
against inflation. Hence farmers and other land owners may wish to choose an 
investment that is more secure or fixed in nature for their Keogh fund, letting 
their land holdings serve as their hedge against inflation. This alternative may 
provide them with an investment which is personally more satisfactory to them. 

Face amount Certificates, as defined in section 2 (a) (15) of the Investment 
Company Act of 1940, are treated as annuity contracts for the purposes of the 
Keogh Act. They may be purchased directly from the issuing company, or through 
a trust or custodial account. If they are purchased directly from the issuing com
pany, they are non-transferable. However, they can be transfered if held in a trust 
or custodial account. 

How Much and How Often Can One Contribute? 

The criteria for determining how much can be contributed is earned income. 
Earned income is that portion of net profits from a trade or business which con
stitutes a reasonable allowance as compensation for personal services actually ren
dered.8 Thus, for example, unless a partner is personally participating in the part
nership, he would not be eligible to participate in a Keogh retirement plan. 

Contributions are on an annual basis, either a calendar or fiscal tax year,9 and 
are restricted to the lesser of $2,500 or 10 percent of earned income. The full 
amount of this contribution is an allowable federal income tax deduction taken 
as an adjustment to income on page 2 of Internal Revenue Service Form 1040. 
An individual is under no obligation to contribute to the retirement fund even 
though a plan has been established. Thus, he may decide annually whether or 
not to contribute to his retirement fund. 

If a plan covers an owner-employee and one or more other employees, addi
tional contributions can be made on a voluntary basis so long as they meet the 
requirements of the plan and are on an equitable basis. The value of the volun
tary contributions must not exceed those which would otherwise be allowable 
under the law. That is, if the law allows the person to contribute $1,000 under 
the tax-sheltered portion of the law, he may voluntarily contribute another $1,000 
annually. However, no tax deduction is allowed for the additional contributions. 

8See section 1.401-10 ( c) (3) of the Treasury Department Regulations. 
9Annually means calendar or fiscal year as is applicable Rev. Ru!. 68-138, I.R.B. 12, March 18, 1968 
and refers to the tax year of the employer rather than the employee. 
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At the time of distribution only the dividends on voluntary contributions are 
taxed, thus double taxation is avoided. 

The law expressly prohibits discrimination in either contributions or benefits 
in favor of highly compensated employees, and a self-employed individual is con
sidered to be highly compensated. But if contributions are made at the same rate 
(i.e., the same percent of total compensation), the mere fact that contributions on 
behalf of the owner-employee are larger than those of the employee does not in 
itself indicate discrimination. 1 0 

Payments or contributions may be made periodically or in a lump sum at 
any time during the year in which the income adjustment is co be made. Thus 
an individual stands tO gain a full year of compounding if the contribution is 
made on the first day instead of the last day of the first year of participation. 

Once a taxable year has ended, no additional contributions can be made. Those 
who are not certain what their actual earned income will be must attempt to es
timate it and make contributions accordingly. If an excess has been contributed, 
the necessary refunds can be made, as noted in the following section. 

What Happens If Too Much Is Contributed? 

If contributions exceed those authorized by law, corrective action must be 
taken. If the Internal Revenue Service deems them to have been made by virtue 
of an honest mistake, the net amount of the excess and any net earnings thereon 
must be returned to the individual as soon as practicable after notification by the 
District Direcror. If such excess is not returned within six months after notifica
tion, the plan is disqualified and all earnings from the retirement fund in that and 
all subsequent taxable years must be paid co the individual until the situation is 
corrected. Additionaily, no contributions can be made on the owner's behalf until 
such excessive contribution and earnings thereon have been refunded. 

If an excess contribution is determined to have been willfully made, the 
owner-employee's entire share of the fund must be distributed co him, and he is 
further prohibited from participating in any Keogh plan for five succeeding tax
able years. 

Excess Contributions. There is an interesting exception to the rule above. 11 

When contributions are expressly required by the retirement plan to be applied 
tO pay premiums on insurance contracts, the 10 percent rule can be waived provided 
the fallowing two conditions are met. First, the maximum annual limit of $2,500 
must not be exceeded12 and second, the "three-year average" rule is used to deter
mine the contribution. The "three-year average" rule merely uses the average of 
the most recent three-year period prior co adopting a plan for computing the 

'
0 A plan must have a definite formula for contriburions if a profit sharing plan is selected. See Rev. 

Ru!. 68-115 , I.R.B. 10, March 4, 1968. 
''See Rev. Rul. 68-56, I.R.B. 6, February 5, 1968. 
'

2Annual limits are still the lesser of $2,500 or ten percem of average earned income. See Rev. Rul. 
68-116, I.R.B. 10, March 4, 1968. 
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earned income and allowable contributions. Thus, even though an owner-em
ployee's current annual earned income is below his three-year average, he is per
mitted to make his contribution on the basis of his three year average. The 
amount of his tax deduction, however, is still based on the lower level of current 
earned income. 

A self-employed individual is never required to recompute his three-year aver
age, but he may do so anytime he desires. This may permit him to raise the amount 
of his annual contribution up to the $2,500 maximum, conditions being favor
able. Hence, insurance contracts could give a very decided advantage to persons 
with wide variations in annual income if they are more interested in retirement 
security than total tax savings. Use of the three-year average rule is strictly vol
untary. 

To illustrate, suppose an individual has a Keogh retirement plan approved 
in 1968. His earned income has been $7,373, $19,526, and $16,566, for 1965, 1966, 
and 1967.1 3 Thus, his three-year average earned income is $14,488. He expects 
his 1968 earned income to be $12,042. Using the three-year average rule he could 
contribute $1,448 in 1968 rather than $1,204, which he would have been restricted 
to on the basis of his current earned income. However, his current taxable in
come adjustments would be limited to $1,204, not $1,448. 

Furthermore, he can now re-compute his three-year average for his 1969 con
tribution, since earned income for the years 1966 through 1968 is greater than it 
was for the period 1965 through 1967. He can also elect to continue contribut
ing on the basis of his old three-year average. The only limitation for recomput
ing his three-year average is that he must use the most recent three year period. 

When Retirement Comes, Funds Are Distributed 

Distribution of Keogh funds may begin at age 59t2, but must begin prior 
to the end of the taxable year in which the individual reaches age 70t2. The exact 
retirement age must be set out in the plan within these limits. Total disability 
and death are the only possible bases for distribution other rhan distribution at 
the specified retirement age. 

Lump Sum Distribution 

If the plan provides for distribution as a lump sum within one taxable year, 
a special formula is used to compute the income tax due. Twenty percent of the 
lump sum is added to the regular income as "other income" for the taxable year 
of distribution. The total income tax due on the lump sum distribution is five 
times the increase in income tax liability which resulted from adding as "other 

13Carrol C. Kirtley and Leroy F. Ror=an, "Missouri Farm Business Summary," Cooperaive Exren
sion Service, University of Missouri, Columbia, 1967, FM-6801. 1bis publicarion is hereinafrer refer
red ro as the Missouri Farm Business Summary and is compiled from records submirred under rhe 
University of Missouri Mail-In Record Analysis Program. Earned income is the sum of "Cash Bal
ance" and "Nee Change in Inventory. " These income figures are acrually for the years 1964, 1965, 
and 1966. 
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income" one-fifth of the fund. This rule does not apply if United States Retire
ment Plan bonds were the source of investment. 

Periodic Distribution 

Distribution may also be made annually on the basis of life expectancy tables 
of an insurance company, or some other specified period of time.14 If life expec
tancy tables are used, annual distribution must be planned so that the entire fund 
is distributed within that time span, and payments are taxed as ordinary income. 

All the restrictions above exist whether the plan continues to it's normal 
time of distribution at retirement or is discontinued prior to that time. 

A Penalty System 

If funds are distributed prematurely under conditions other than death or 
total disability the owner-employee is penalized.15 He is prohibited from making 
further fund contributions for the next five years and the prematurely distributed 
funds are taxed at a higher than normal rate, based on the amount so distributed. 
For example, if the amount distributed is less than $2,500, the additional tax is 
110% of the increase in taxation caused by showing this as "other income." 

In certain situations, such as a year of very low or negative profit, an indi
vidual could possibly avoid taxation on the withdrawn funds, assuming that de
ductions and exemptions were enough to off-set the "added income" from the 
premature distribution. 

How to Participate 

An individual wishing to set up a retirement plan can do so by either of two 
methods. One is to join a "Master" or "Prototype" plan which has been estab
lished for this purpose by a trade or professional association, bank, insurance 
company, or regulated investment company. 16 All provisions of the Master or 
Prototype plan, such as type of investment, age of retirement, method of distrib
ution, and other terms must be accepted by the individual without change. 

The second alternative is to draw up a plan to specifically fit a person's needs. 
This may require the service of an attorney, depending on the type investment 
desired and whether a ruling on eligibility of the plan is required from the Inter
nal Revenue Service. A bond purchase plan may be implemented by completing 
simple forms obtainable from the Internal Revenue Service. 

Insurance contracts do not require special or complicated procedures and most 
often can be handled by the insurance agent from whom the contract is pur
chased. However, if funding is into a custodial account or a trust, a bank must 

14This period of rime must not exceed rhe life expectancy of the employee and/or his spouse, or 
the life of the employer and/or his spouse. 
15 An individual may transfer funds from one plan to another approved plan under certain condi
tions without being penalized. See Rev. Ru!. 68-160, I.R.S. 15, April 8, 1968. 
16See U.S. Treasury Department, Rev. Proc. 30, 1964-2, Com. Bulletin 944, and U.S. Treas. Dep't., 
Rev. Proc. 4, 1967-1 Cum. Bull. 565. 
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agree to handle the funds. Locating a bank to do this could add to the problem. 
Setting up one's personal plan may require relatively more time and money. 
However, the prospect of tailoring a plan to fit individual needs and preferences 
may more than offset these economic costs. 

SOME FACTORS DESERVING CONSIDERATION 

Considerations concerning Keogh retirement plans appear to be divisible into 
two groups-those which are economic and those which are legal-economic in 
nature. The term "legal-economic" simply recognizes that meeting or failing to 
meet certain legal requirements can have a decided effect on people's economic 
well-being. 

Both the economic and legal-economic consequences of a given course of 
action should be an integral part of the decision-making process when evaluating 
a Keogh retirement plan. The omission of either increases the possibility of an 
unwise decision. The decision to participate in any retirement plan should be 
made only after carefully evaluating such factors as capital and labor require
ments and availability and making allowances for future changes. 

Standard of Living 

Self-employed persons want and expect to have some of the "finer things of 
life," such as modern homes, new cars, better education for their children, and a 
host of others. But these all cost money; money which might otherwise be re
invested in expansion of their business used to reduce the amount of borrowings, 
or be set aside and invested for retirement. Thus, there are instances under which 
participation in a Keogh plan may force the individual to choose between maxi
mizing his current standard of living and retirement security. 

Inflation 

For the most part, this country has experienced continuous inflation since 
the National Employment Act of 1946, 17 which set "Full Employment" as a 
national goal. This phenomenon deserves attention prior to investing in a 
retirement fund as it implies that annual money income must rise in order 
to maintain the same "real" income or buying power. For those whose income 
results primarily from capital investments, expansion or growth is implied as a 
means to provide the additional money income required to keep standard of liv
ing constant or increasing. Some individuals will have to borrow money to parti
cipate in a Keogh plan if they maintain a constant standard of living, ceteris paribus. 

"Wallace C. Peterson, Income, Employment, and Economic Growth, revised edition (New York: W.W. 
Norton and Company, 1967), 78-80. 
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Growth 

Unlike some sole proprietors , a farmer is seldom able to influence prices 
paid or received for goods bought and sold. Thus, farm income can vary widely 
over time, thereby dictating that investment decisions receive careful scrutiny. 
The trends toward fewer farm operators, larger farms, and larger, more costly 
farm equipment also are of prime concern to farmers . Keeping pace with these 
operational changes requires larger capital investments. This must be considered 
before diverting funds from present to future uses. 

Since farmers did not become eligible to participate in social security pro
grams until the 1950s, it can be argued that growth and expansion of the farm 
firm have been one means by which they have sought co provide for their de
clining years. Or as Professor Heady18 says: 

"Evidently ... savings, capital accumulation, and expansion of the 
farm business very nearly become ends in themselves for many 
farmers." 

Thus, capital accumulation through growth and expansion of the farm busi
ness was formerly the sole retirement security for many farmers. During retire
ment they "lived up" their assets a few at a time to meet current living expenses. 

Estate Planning 

Implicity instilled in the minds of most individuals is the desire to see their 
estate used and disposed of in the manner which gives them the greatest personal 
satisfaction. If a transfer of ownership is involved, a properly planned approach 
to this transfer will tend to minimize the asset loss suffered through taxation and 
other transfer costs. Any satisfactory estate plan will include some provision for 
a retirement income, and caking advantage of the tax sheltered Keogh retirement 
plans may be an important contribution toward accomplishing this goal. 

Services of an attorney are needed in estate planning to assure that assets 
will be used or disposed of in a manner yielding the greatest personal satisfac
tion to the individual. Some individuals many find it advantageous to incorpor
ate their business, but only an attorney is in a position to give advice on this 
subject. Legal regulation covering retirement plans differ for incorporated and un
incorporated firms . Both offer retirement security. An attorney can help initiate 
the appropriate plan in either case. 

The Alternative Cost Doctrine 

While the alternative cost doctrine has a specific connotation to eCGnomists, 
to most people it is little more than a vague expression. 19 However, the princi-

18Earl 0. Heady, F.conomics of Agricultural Production and Resource Use (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice
Hall, Inc. , 1965), p. 426. 
'"Richard L. Leftwich, The Price System and Resource A/location, third edition, (New York: Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston, 1966), pp. 126-127 and 267-268. 
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ple behind this doctrine is understood by most. Farmers use it regularly in deci
sions regarding: crops to be grown, selection of fertilization rates, cultural prac
tices to follow and technological innovations to adopt by farmers. Clothing store 
managers use it to decide how many suits of each size and style to stock. Hard
ware store owners use it to decide the number of pipe fittings, length of tubing, 
and quantities of bolts to be stocked in the hardware store. This doctrine simply 
says that a rational firm manager seeks, selects, and combines income producing 
factors in a manner which offers the greatest potential profit. Thus while most 
self-employed individuals do not engage in complicated mathematical computa
tions determining management decisions, most rank various potential investments 
during the decision making process and act accordingly. 

To illustrate the alternate cost doctrine, consider the following example. A 
farmer has invested in a shallow well irrigation system and has only a limited 
supply of water with which to irrigate. He grows both corn and soybeans. With 
his available water he can irrigate one crop, but not both. He decides to irrigate 
his soybean crop. His records indicate his net income was increased by $2,000. 
All would agree that his choice increased his profits by $2,000 (assuming that 
operational costs have been deducted). Now suppose that his net income would 
have been increased by $3,000 had he irrigated the corn crop. In economic terms, 
he lost the opportunity to earn an additional $1,000 by choosing to irrigate soy
beans rather than corn. Thus, the alternative cost doctrine merely indicates an 
economic loss when the alternative which maximizes his profits is not selected. Prof.. 
it maximization is the ultimate goal of the rational business decision-maker. 

MODELS AND APPROACHES TO 
DECISION-MAKING 

There is no one approach to the problem which will fit all situations. How
ever, there are a few general ways of thinking about the problem of participation 
and one, or some combination of these, might be helpful in evaluating the mer
its of participation. 

The remainder of this publication is devoted to developing general approaches 
or systematic plans designed to aid in decisions regarding Keogh retirement plans. 
All models and their results are based on given circumstances. Their usefulness 
is limited to those situations which fit the ascribed circumstances. If a model is 
to be of value to a person making decisions, the assumptions on which it rests 
must be examined. 

A set of assumptions is presented, after which four models or systematic ap
proaches are examined with examples. The first two models are relatively simple 
and straight-forward. The last two are more sophisticated. The computational 
forms needed for following a "cookbook" approach will be developed prior to 
presenting the final two models. 
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Assumptions and Their Implications 

Hypothetical examples can have a universal meaning to all readers only when 
all think in the same terms. Hence the assumptions for the examples which fol
low are first listed and then expounded upon as deemed appropriate. They will 
be relaxed from time to time to emphasize certain points. When certain ones do 
not apply, this fact will be noted. The assumptions are: 

1. Only federal income taxes are considered. 

2. Tax rates are fixed at 1967 levels. 

3. The personal exemptions and standard deductions permissible under the In-
ternal Revenue Code are used for all computations. 2 0 

4. All income will be disposed of through consumption, taxation, or investment. 

5. All investments are completely divisible. 

6. The interest rate is fixed at 6 percent per annum. 

7. Management expertise does not change over time. 

8. Linearity exists throughout all computations. 

9. The value of the retirement fund is based on compound interest rates. 

10. "Costs" of contributions are obtained by determining the difference between 
disposable income realized by virtue of Keogh Plan participation and non
participation. 

11. Handling charges for Trusts and Custodial Accounts are zero. 

12. Perfect certainty exists. Hence all outcomes are known or predictable. 

13. Consumption or living expenditure estimates are based on a consumption 
function adopted from the work of Patrick and Eisgruber2 1 where current 
consumption is related to both current and past income. 

14. The 1967 amendments to the original law are in effect. 

Investments. Ir is assumed that all funds remaining after allowances for liv
ing expenses and taxes will be invested. Furthermore, investment alternatives are 
limited to a retirement fund, one's own business firm or a savings account. 

Interest Rates. Interest rates fluctuate through time and therefore have a po
tential for affecting net operating profit. For the purposes of this study interest 
rates are held constant at 6 percent unless otherwise noted. In addition, no lim
itations are placed on the amount of capital one can borrow. 

00A standard deduction is the lesser of $1,000 or ten percent of total income (Line 9, Page 1, Inter
nal Revenue Service Form 1040). Exemptions are $600 and $1,200 for individuals under and over 
age 65 , respectively. 
21George F. Patrick and Ludwig M . Eisgraber, "The Impacr of Managerial Ability and Capital Struc
ture on Growth of the Farm Firm," American journal of Agricultural &:onomics, 50-3 (August, 1968) 
pp. 491-506. 
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Management. Assuming a constant level of management expertise implies 
that returns to management and capital are constant. This assumption goes hand 
in hand with that of linearity. It implies that an individual desiring greater prof
its must expand his operation to sell more products. In the case of the farmer 
and others for whom capital is a material income producing factor it implies that 
the amount of capital managed must increase. 

Linearity. Implied by this assumption is that conditions existing in one year 
are present every year. Hence if a capital investment of $173,040 was required to 
achieve an earned income of $10,888 on sales of $53,160 in 1967,22 an individual's 
income and sales would remain the same until there was a change in capital in
vestment. If the family size was two in 1967, it would not change over time. 
Likewise, consumption habits will remain constant over time. 

Compounded Value. In computing the value of the retirement fund after 
"n" years, rwo simplifying assumptions have been made: (1) contributions to the 
fund are made on December 31 of each year and (2) compound interest is com
puted annually. Thus if"n" equals 10, the first contribution has been compounded 
for nine years, the second amount for eight years, etc., with the tenth contribu
tion having accumulated no interest. 

Cost of Contributions. "Costs" represent the amount that would have been 
available for reinvestment in the business had the decision been made not to par
ticipate in a Keogh plan (i.e., costs equal the Keogh contribution less current 
tax savings realized by virtue of participation). A relevant question might then 
be: "What rate of return would be required from 'costs' to yield a value equiva
lent to the investment in a Keogh Plan after 'n' years?" While this is dependent 
on the investment alternative selected, the calculation determines the internal 
rate of return to capital and management that must be realized to obtain the 
same total return after "n" years as would be achieved with a Keogh plan. 

Simplified Approach 

Model 1: Minimizing Current Annual Income Taxes. The model which is the 
simplest to develop is one that will minimize current annual income tax liabil
ity. An individual can compute his federal income tax both with and without 
participation. In this way he determines his tax savings and reaches a decision on 
this basis. It should be recalled that the decision regarding participation must be 
made prior to the end of the taxable year for which contributions are to be made. 
Furthermore one must have his Keogh plan approved before he is in a position 
ro decide whether to contribute or not. 

This approach is of little value to many taxpayers because it does not con
sider alternative uses to which the money contributed to the fund could have 

""Missouri Farm Business Summary, the middle income group of farmers for the year 1967. 
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been put. Since the fund is taxed as ordinary income when distributed, this mod
el fails to consider whether participation will yield long run net tax saving. 

Model 2: Minimizing Long Run Income Tax Liability. If an individual's wealth 
and income provide a personally acceptable standard of living and retirement se
curity, his decision regarding participation may be based solely on a comparison 
of total tax savings during his working years and the expected tax liability of the 
distributed Keogh funds . The following example serves as an illustration. 

A farmer, age 49, plans to retire at age 65, disrributing the Keogh funds in 
ten annual installments. Because he would not contribute to the fund during the 
year in which he reaches his sixty-fifth birthday, he will be able to contribute to 
the retirement fund for 15 years. His current income is $10,888. 23 Both he and 
his wife expect to draw maximum social security benefits. Thus, their retirement 
income must not exceed a specified dollar value. With a few mathematical cal
culations and the use of our earlier assumptions, the information in Table 1 is 
obtained. 

TABLE 1 - NET TAX SAVING THROUGH PARTICIPATION 

Income 
Keogh Contributions 
Tax Savings: Productive Years 
Fund Value at Retirement 
Annual Distribution of Fund 
Tax Liability: Retirement Years 
Net Tax Savings (Loss) 

*$10,888 each year for fifteen years. 
** $ 1, 088 each year for fifteen years. 

*** $ 227 each year for fifteen years. 

$163,320* 
16,320** 
3,405*** 

22,320**** 
2,232***** 

0****** 
3,405 

****$ 1,088 x 20.5144 (annuity coefficient). 
*****$22,320 10 years of distribution. Assume no increase in value of fund once 

distribution has begun. 
******There is no tax liability on $2,232 with four exemptions. 
If the husband or wife earned $1,500 each year, (the maximum allowable per person 
without reductions in social security benefits), the tax liability would have been $102 
annua II y for a net tax gain of $2, 385 ( $3, 405 - $1 , 020). If both earned $1 , 500 annu
lly (total of $3,000 annually), the following would result annually: income $5,232; 
standard deduction, $600; exemption, $2,400; taxable income $2,232; tax liability, 
$327. The net tax saving would be $135 ($3,405 - $3,270). 

A net rax gain of $2,685 may be sufficient, under the conditions of this mod
el, to warrant participation in a Keogh retirement plan. But while it is true that 
he has an additional $6,000 in his fund at retirement than he paid in, this model 
makes no allowances for figuring what his return would have been from his next 

23Ibid 
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best alternative investment to a Keogh plan. In addition, the assumptions on 

which this model is based are not completely realistic. 
For example, no one can predict the future with certainty. Changes in such 

factors as inflation, the tax structure, social security provisions, standard of liv

ing, or income may invalidate the specific results illustrated in this model. How

ever, for some this may be an acceptable approach for evaluating participation. 
Because of the low level of funds being distributed annually during retire

ment ($2,232), there is no tax liability. Thus, his annual tax gains have become 

permanent ones and would very likely warrant participation. However, if both 

he and his wife earn $1,500 annually the net gain is reduced to $135, which might 

not be sufficient to prompt a decision to participate. 

Computational Forms 

The forms outlined here will be used in the last two models for evaluating 

participation. 

Computational Form 1. Computational Form 1 provides a means for com
paring non-participation and participation in a Keogh plan. It compares "what 

is" with "what would be." The first six lines of Computational Form 1 are ba

sically used to compute the annual fund contributions . Lines seven through 11 

relate to Federal Income Tax form 1040, while lines 13 and 14 reflect the amount 
of net operating profit remaining after all allowances have been made for family 

living, federal taxes, and the retirement fund contribution. Line 15 reflects cur

rent annual tax savings through participation. 
Line 12 (consumption) deals with family living expenses. Its level consti

tutes a reflection of the personal living expenditures (or standard of living) of a 

particular taxpayer contemplating participation in a retirement plan. For those 
who do nor keep records of personal living expenditures, the following formula 

may be useful. 2 4 

Consumption = - 3277 + .SAFI + 870FS + 84.5AGE - 183.4FS2-l.1AGE2 

Where: AFI = Average farm income after taxes 
FS = Family size ( ::;; 5) 

AGE = Farm operator's age 

If family size is greater than five, five is still used in this formula. Age is 
easily determined and average farm income can be computed from records. In
serting these three values into the formula yields an estimate of personal living 
ex pen di rures. 

"Patrick and Eisgruber, loc. cit. 
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C OMPUTA TIONAL FORM 1 

1, Earne d Income ( Fo rm 1040, Schedu le F Line 8) 
2. Salary of Emplo yees (Bus iness Records) 
3. Rote of Contribution (S2,50C or 10% Li ne ·1·. 

4. Owners Contribution !Line 3 X Li ne )", 
5. Contributions for Emp loyees (L' r,e 3 X Line 2'1 
6. Annu al Fund Contribut ions ( :0: Lin es 4 & 5 ) 
7, Deductions (Fo rm 1040) 
8 . Exempt ions (Fo rm 1040) 
9. Toxobl e Income f Li ne 1 - ( :::L ines, 4 , 7 , & 8) I 

10. To >: Amount : Non-Portie ipa tion ( Federal Tax Scr.edule ) 
11. Tax Amount : Part icipation (Federal Ta x Schedule) 
12 . Consumption (Living Expendi tures) 
13. Income ofte r Taxes & Consumption [ Line 9 - ( :::Lines 10 & 12)1 
14 . Income ofter Taxes, Consumption & Retirement 

r Li ne 9 - I::: Lines 11 & 1 2) J 
15. Annual Ta x Saving (Line 10 - Line 11) 
16. Annual Costs (Line 13 - Line 14) 
17, Interest Rote lo be Used in a Computotional Form 3 

Non -

Portic_:ie9!~on 

!!//!" '·· 

!//Ill 
.lllllL 
.lllllL 

I /Ill 

-!!!fir_ 
Ao 

Portie ieation 

s 
s 
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s s--
$--
$--
s--
$ 
$ LllLL 
$ 
s--
s 7lZlZ 

% 

The "costs" (line 16) are the difference between "after taxes income" before 
and after participation. They represent the amount of money which would have 
been available for other uses had the individual decided not to participate in a 
Keogh plan. As such, costs play a very important part in the analysis and need 
to be thoroughly understood . 

One way of looking at costs is to recognize that contributions to the retire
ment fund have two separate and distinct parts. One part is contributed directly 
by the individual; the other indirectly by the Federal government through the tax 
deduction allowed for Keogh fund contributions. "Costs" are the portion con
tributed directly by the individual. The law allows an individual to invest both 
shares (the total contribution) and after retirement reap the proceeds from doing 
so. Thus, the government's share might be thought of an an interest-free "loan" 
upon which no "charges" are imposed until after retirement. Payment of income 
tax on the proceeds of this loan would be the only charge levied. 

Computational Form 2. This form is of primary importance to individuals 
for whom capital is a material income-producing factor. It relates to economic 
considerations dealing with inflationary and growth trends and the firm's ability 
to keep pace.25 A surplus (line 4) indicates an income of sufficient magnitude for 
the family to live, pay taxes, contribute to a retirement fund and keep up with 
these trends. A deficit means they are not able to do so from current funds and 
must lower their production cost, currently do without some consumer items, or 
consider using borrowed funds if they plan the same rate of expenditures. 

25This form is of little value ro those for whom capital is not a material income producing factor. 
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COMPUTATIONAL FORM 2 

Line Description 

1. Capital Managed (Business Records) 

2. Change in Capital Managed (Inflation and/or growth) 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Capital for coming year (E Lines 1 & 2) 

Surplus (Deficit) of capital Nan-Participation 

[ (Line 13, Form 1) - (Line 3)1 

Surplus (Deficit} of Capital Participation [(Line 14, Form 1) 
- (Line 3)1 

6. Return to Capital and Management (Business Records} 

21 

Value 

$ ______ _ 

$ _____ _ 

$ ______ _ 

$ _____ _ 

Computational Form 3. The question being solved with Computational 

Form 3 is a determination of the interest rate at which costs must be compounded 
to have a value equivalent to that of rhe retirement fund after "n" time periods 
have elapsed. This interest rate can be useful as an economic indicator in analyz
ing a person's business, as it indicates the internal rate of return which must be 
realized to approximate the economic opportunity offered by Keogh participa
tion. 

The coefficients referred to in Form 3 are Annuity Amount Coefficients. Ex
panded Tables of Annuity Amounts appear in Appendix Table 1. The annuity 
amount formula is: 

A = ((1 + it -1} 

The printed coefficient multiplied by the annual contribution gives the value 
of the retirement fund after "n" years. These coefficients are of greater value, 
however, in determining the interest rate required to equate values of "costs" and 
"contributions" to the retirement fund. The procedure is to work through all the 
mathematical computations until a "coefficient" is again determined. By merely 
scanning the appropriate year in Appendix Table 1, we can select an approximate 
coefficient. Then we can estimate the Equivalent Interest Rate. 

The equivalent interest rate indicates the rate at which the individual's share 
of the contribution must be compounded if it is to have the same dollar value as 
the retirement fund after "n" years. In essence this provides him with an approxi
mation of his "alternative costs" of not participating in a Keogh plan. Thus, 
Computational Form 3 is useful only to those who are faced with a choice among 
investment alternatives. 
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Year 

5 

10 

15 

20 

25 

30 
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COMPUTATIONAL FORM 3 

Coefficient X Contribution = Value of Fund -;- Cost Coefficient 

x $ $ -;- $_ = 

x $ $ 7$-= 

x $ -;-s_= 

x 7$- = 

x ...;.$_ = 

x -;.s_ = 

Equivalent 
Interest Rate 

Computational Form 4. For those individuals whose best alternative ro a 
Keogh plan is an investment with a fixed return such as certificates of deposit or 
a savings account, Form 4 facilitates direct comparisons. Line 1 reflects the ex
pected value of regular contributions to this investment without participation. In
come remaining after taxation and living expenditures is presumed available for 
investment. From Appendix Table 1, the appropriate interest coefficient is mul
tiplied by Line 13 of Form 1. The same interest coefficient is multiplied by Line 
14, of Form 1 in determining Line 4. Line 3 will differ from line 2 only when em
ployees other than the owner are covered by the plan. The owner's share of the 
Keogh Fund is added to Line 4 and then compared with Line 1. A surplus (Line 
6) indicates that Keogh plan participation is feasible, while a deficit indicates it 
it not, ceteris paribus. 

COMPUTATIONAL FORM 4 

Years 
Line Description 5 10 15 20 25 30 

1. Value without Keogh plan 
[ (Line 13, Form 1) X (annuity coefficient}] 

2. Value of Keogh Fund (Form 2) 

3. Owners Share of Keogh Fund 

[ (L'.ne 4, Form 1) X Line 2 J 
Line 6, Form l - -- - --

4. Value of Remaining Investment 
[(Line 14, Form 1) X (Annuity coefficient}] - -- - --

5. Value of Participation in Keogh Plan 
(:!: Lines 3 & 4) -- -- - --

6. Surplus (Deficit) of Participation 
[ (Line 5} - (Line 1)1 -
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Background Information 

For the purpose of making comparisons among the investment opportunities 

open to an individual, four possible investments have been considered. They are 

bonds, insurance, a mutual fund, and a purely hypothetical portfolio with a re
turn of 6.75 percent per annum. 

The bonds referred to are United States Retirement Plan Bonds currently 

bearing interest at the rate of 4.15 percent, compounded semi-annually.26 The in

surance company selected computes interest at 4.4 percent per year, compounded 

annually. 27 While some incidental life insurance coverage is provided in conjunc
tion with this type of contract and is of value to an individual, the benefits from 

such coverage and the associated costs are not included in this analysis. 
Interest on the mutual fund is based on the effective annual rate of 9 per

cenr.28 This rate was computed from hisrorical data regarding actual performance 

over the period from 1951 through 1966. Appreciated value of stock transactions 

and stock dividends are reflected in the rate. This must be recognized when com

paring the effective return with that of other investments. While this fund earned 

9.00 percent in the past, there is no assurance that it will have the same or even 
a positive return in the future. 

While the investment yielding a return of 6.75 percent is not based on ac

tual performance of a known investment, it could easily represent a well man

aged trust or custodial account including a fixed annuity, common stocks, bonds, 
real estate, and U.S. Retirement Bonds. These are but a few of the possible in

vestments which could be included in one well-balanced portfolio. 
Since investments in Bonds and Insurance contracts afford no mechanism for 

appreciation in value, whereas mutual funds do provide a hedge against inflation, 
it may be unrealistic to make direct comparisons among the four alternatives pre

sented. An individual's preference for security must thus be weighed against his 

desire ro maximize the value of the retirement fund, given the additional risk as
sociated with mutual funds. 

Because of the uncertainty associated with the future and the myriad of po
tential investments available for Keogh funds, one can never definitely ascertain 

the expected return of an investment. Therefore, the approach taken here is ro 

make computations based on a return that is assured (e.g., Bonds or Insurance). 

If an individual approaches the problem from this point of view and later decides 

to invest in something which may offer a greater return even though to do so 

may involve more risk, he has a basis for this decision. Bonds and the insurance 

contract selected for inclusion in this study offer nearly equivalent effective rates of 

26These bonds are fully described on pages 11 and 12, supra. 
"Selection is based solely on the most readily available source. 
28This mutual fund was analyzed for actual performance in the determination of an annual effective 
return of 9.00%. 
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return (slightly less than 4.50 percent per annum). For this reason only one, in
surance, will be discussed even though data for bonds will be presented in tabu
lar form. 29 

Alternative Cost Approach 

Model 3: Limited Alternatives. This model is intended for individuals whose 
income is derived by supplying personal services. Since capital is not required for 
business expanion, any surplus capital will be invested. Idle money decreases in 
real value if inflation is present. Hence, it is economically unwise to have funds 
which are not earning a return. For those interested solely in security, a savings 
account or certificates of deposit may have been the best alternative use for sur
plus capital prior ro the advent of Keogh retirement plans. While this model as
sumes a savings account to be the best alternative tO a Keogh plan, other invest
ments could readily be substiruted in the analysis. 

A certified public accountant is representative of those supplying personal 
services for which income is recieved. 30 Our hypothetical C.P.A. has a family of 
four, employs a bookkeeper, files a joint income tax return with his wife, is 49 
years old, plans to retire at age 65, and wants to contribute to his retirement fund 
at the maximum rate. The bookkeeper normally works more than 20 days per 
month in five or more months during the taxable year and hence must be in
cluded in the Keogh retirement plan. Since contributions on behalf of employees 
are a deductible business expense, earned income is lowered by the amount of 
such contribution. Without participation in a retirement plan his earned income 
is $16,566 and, as illustrated in Computational Form 1-A, it is $16,086 with par
ticipation.31 The next step in this model would normally be to complete a copy 
of Computational Form 3 for each investment alternative if more than one exists. 
The computations for an insurance contract have been completed and appear as 
Form 3-A. Those for bonds, a hypothetical portfolio, and a mutual fund appear 
in Appendix A. Tables 2 and 3 form a composite of important data for these 
four investment alternatives. 

The C.P.A. wants to choose the investment program which best suits his 
needs. The selection process may be somewhat personal, and his decision may be 
based on how he views his circumstances relative to his personal wants and de
sires. He may view the economy over the next 15 to 30 years as being inflation
ary, recessionary, or as fairly constant. His beliefs concerning the future will be 
manifested in his investment choices. 

In a constant or declining economy a fixed or guaranteed return may be the 
most desirable investment, while in periods of inflation it may be more desirable 

"
9 This decision is based on convenience: bonds are compounded semi-annually and the other three 

selected investments are compounded on an annual basis. 
3°Cercified Public Accountant will hereinafter be referred co as C.P.A. 
31Missouri Farm Business Summary, che average of all cooperators for the year 1966. 
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COMPUTATIONAL FORM 1-A 

Non -
Participation 

1. Earned Income (Form 1040, Schedu le F, Line 8) 
2. Salary of Employees (Business Records) 
3. Rate of Contribution ($2 , 500 or 10% Line 1) 
4. Owners Contribution (Line 3 X Line 1) 
5. Contributions fo r Employees (Line 3 X Li ne 2) 
6 . Annua l Fund Contributions p:: Lines 4 & 5) 
7. Deductions (Fo rm 1040) 
8. Exemptions (Form 1040) 
9 . Taxable Income [ Line 1 - p: Lines 4, 7, &8)1 

10. Tax Amount: Non-Partici pation (Federal Tax Schedule} 
11. Tax Amount: Participat ion (Federal Tax Schedule} 
12. Consumption (Liv ing Expenditures} 
13. Income Afte r Taxes & Consumption 

r Line 9 - (l: Li nes 10 & 12)1 
14. Inco me After Taxes, Consumption, and Retirement 

[ Line 9 - (l: Li nes 11 & 12)] 
15 . Annual Tax Saving (Li ne 10 - Li ne 11) 
16. Annual Costs (Li ne 13 - Line 14) 
17. Interest Rate to be Used in Computationa l Fo rm 3 

$16 ,566 
$ 4 800 

!.!/ !. 
!LIL 

s !.I!./ 
$ (.!!!._ 
$ l 000 
$ 2 400 
$13 166 
$ 2 55 1 
$ !/_/_/ 
$ 7 026 

$ 3 589 

$ l!.I !._ 
$ l!.I I 
$ lli.!._ 

(./// 

COMP UTATIONAL FORM 3-A* 

Year Coefficien t x Contribu tion Va lue of Fund ..;- Cost 

5 5.4597 x 2 , 088 $ 11 400 ..;.. $1,594 = 

10 12 . 1154 x 2 , 088 25 297 ..;.. 1 ,594 = 

15 20.5144 x 2,088 42 834 -:- 1 ,594 = 

20 30 . 9308 x 2 , 088 64,584 -:- 1 594 = 

25 43.8493 x ~,088 91 557 -:- 1 ,594 = 

30 59 . 8714 x 2 , 088 125 011 7 1,594 = 

% 
% 

% 

Coefficient 

7.1517 

15 . 8701 

26.8720 

40 .5166 

57.4387 

78 .4262 

*Insu rance Fixed Annui ty Yieldi ng 4 . 47 . per a nnum compounded annua l ly . 

25 

Participation 

$12,086 
$ 4,800 

10.00 % 
$~ 
$ 480 
$ 2,088 
$ l 000 
$ 2 , 400 
$1 1 078 

s !.!/.LI 
$ 2,057 

$~ 

$_jjjj/_ 

$~ 
$ 494 
$ 1 594 

___±,_1Q__% 

Equivalent 
Interest Rate 

l 7 .9Sok 

9.91 

7.87 

6.89 

6 . 32 

5 .95 
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TABLE 2 -ACCUMULATED VALUE OF RETIREMENT FUND--C.P.A. 

Years Bonds Insurance 6.75% Return Mutual Fund 

5 $ 11,353 $ 11,400 $ 11,948 $ 12,496 

10 25,294 25,297 28,510 31,723 

15 42,414 42,834 51,470 61,306 

20 63,437 64,584 83,298 106,822 

25 89 ,252 91,557 127,419 176,855 

30 120,953 125,011 188,581 284,610 

TABLE 3 - INTEREST RATES TO EQUATE ACCUMULATED VALUE OF 

COSTS WITH CONTRIBUTIONS--C.P.A. 

Years Bonds Insurance 6.75% Return Mutual Fund 

5 17.77% 17.98% > 20.000/o > 20.00% 

10 9.90 9.91 12.39 14.59 

15 7.74 7.87 10.20 12.39 

20 6.73 6.89 9.19 11.37 

25 6.14 6.32 8.61 10.80 

30 5.77 5 . 95 8.24 10.43 

to select other investmenrs which serve as a hedge against inflation. If his best 
alternative to a Keogh plan is a savings certificate yielding a 5.00 percent return 
per year compounded annually, his next step would be to complete Form 4-A 
(illustrated) . Using it to compare the results of participation and non-participa
tion in a Keogh retirement plan, after five years there is only a slight difference 
($28.00) between the two alternatives. Over the total period of 15 years, he would 
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COMPUTATIONAL FORM 4-A 

Years 
Line 5 10 15 20 25 30 

1. Value without Keogh plan [ (Line 13, Form 1) 
X (coefficient)] $19,831 $45, 142 $77,446 

2. Value of Keogh Fund (Fo rm 2) 11 ,400 25,297 42,834 

3. Owners Share of Keogh Fund 8,779 19,482 32,987 
Line 4, Form 1 

X Line 2 
Line 6, Form 1 

4. Value of Remaining Investment 
[ {Line 14, Form 1) X (coefficient) ] 11,024 25,093 43,049 - --

5. Value of Part icipation in Keogh Plan 
p: Lines 3 & 4) 19,803 44 ,575 76,036 - --

6. Surplus (Deficit) of Participat ion 
[ (Line 5) - (Line 1)] ~ (567) (1,410) - --

realize $1,410, or $94.00 more per year by investing in the savings plan rather than 
a Keogh plan. This difference together with the restrictions on withdrawal of 
Keogh funds might motivate him co decide against a Keogh retirement plan. A 
fact that should not be overlooked is that in addition to his own retirement in
come, the bookkeeper has a retirement income. 

After 15 years of contributing at the maximum rate the fund would have an 
accumulated value of $42,834. Of this, $32,987 is vested in the C.P.A., with the 
balance, $9,847 due the bookkeeper. 3 2 During this same period of time he has 
been allowed a federal income tax savings of $7,410 (15 years x $494; line 15, 
Form 1-A). 

Assuming a distribution pattern of 10 years for retirement fund, his annual 
income would be $3,298.33 An annual federal income tax liability of $39 would 
be generated against the income, or for ten years, a total tax liability of $390. 
Long run net tax benefit from participation would thus be $7,020 ($7,410 - $390) . 
But this is not entirely accurate because his net asset position is $1,410 less (line 
6, Form 4-A, 15 years) by participating. This still leaves a personal gain of ap
proximately $5,600 ($7,020-$1,410) by participating. Moreover, he has derived a 
fringe benefit for his bookkeeper worth nearly $10,000 at retirement, depending 
of course on the age of the bookkeeper. 

Most would agree that a personal net gain of more than $5,600 would be 
sufficient to motivate participation in a Keogh plan, even without the side bene
fit afforded the employee. From a purely theoretical point of view it is only nec
essary that he not be worse off, in his own opinion, and that someone else be better 

32The owners share of contributions was 77.044% and 77.044% of $42,834 is $32,987. 
33The fund is assumed to earn no interest after distribution begins. 
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off in their personal opinion, in order tO satisfy the first criteria for a Pareto34 

welfare optimum allocation of resources. Thus it appears, based on the stated 
conditions, that the necessary and sufficient conditions have been met and it 
would be economically feasible t0 participate. 

Model 4: Multiple Alternatives. This model is best suited for individuals whose 
income is a function of capital investment. This group may be motivated toward 
expansion of the business-expansion which requires greater investments of capi
tal. Hence their problems are distinctly different from individuals rendering per
sonal services to produce income. 

To illustrate how this model works, a farmer has been selected. He is con
stantly working to improve productivity, feed conversion rates, and to adopt new 
technology which will allow him to realize a larger return from his investment. 
The extent to which he is successful in these endeavors directly offsets his need 
for capital expansion. 

The farmer and his wife operate the farm with seasonal workers who need 
not be included in his retirement plan. The farmer files a joint income tax. He 
is 49 years old, plans to retire at age 65, and wants t0 contribute to his retire
ment fund at the maximum rate. The farmer manages a capital investment of 
nearly $175,000, producing annual sales of $53,159 and an earned income of $10, 
888.35 His total interest payment for the year is $2,347 which at 6 percent inter
est represents borrowings of $39,117. Returns to capital and management are 
4.93 percent. From this return he must take out a portion for living, make peri
odic capital improvements, replace aged or worn equipment, and keep pace with 
inflation if he is to maintain or improve his real standard of living. 

Since 1946 the average annual inflation rate has been about three percent. 36 

However, in many cases the real standard of living has been kept constant by an 
approximately equivalent increase in productivity. Much of the productivity has 
resulted from new cultural practices, improved varieties of seeds, and improved 
farm machinery. These have often been accompanied by larger capital require
ments. 

In evaluating his circumstances, the farmer should complete Computational 
Forms 1, 2, and 3, which appear here as Forms 1-F, 2-F, and 3-F. Form 1-F shows 
a tax savings of $227, an annual contribution of $1,088 to his retirement fund, 
and costs of $861. Costs could be either reinvested in the farming operation or 
used tO improve his standard of living. Form 2-F discloses a present return to 

capital and management of 4.93 percent. A 3.00 percent inflation rate will re
quire an additional capital investment of $5,156. Form 2-F also shows that his 
farm is not rerurning a sufficient return to offset inflation even if growth factors 
are excluded. This is true regardless of whether he participates in a Keogh plan. 

34William]. Baumol, Economic Theory and Operational Analysis, (second edition; Englewood Cliffs: 
Prentice-Hall Inc., 1965), p. 376. 
35Missouri Farm Business Summary, Joe. cit. 
36Acrually 2.99% for the period 1949-1967, using the technique of Jackson V. McElveen, "Farm 
Numbers, Farm Size and Farm Income," Journal of Farm Economics, 45-1 (February, 1963 ), pp. 1-12. 
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COMPUTATIONAL FORM 1-F 

Non-
Participation 

1. Earned Income (Form 1040, Schedule F, Line 8) $~ 
2. Salary of Employees (Business Records) $....l...f2L. 
3 . Rate of Contribution ($2,500 or 10% Line 1) __ljjjL_% 
4. Owners Contribution (Line 3 X Line 1) $__ljjjL_ 
5. Contributions for Employees (Line 3 X Line 2) $__ljjjL_ 
6. Annua l Fund Contributions (l: Lines 4 & 5) $__ljjjL_ 
7. Deductions (Form 1040) $...J..,_QQQ_ 
8 . Exemptions (Form 1040) $....!.dQ9__ 
9. Taxable Income [ Line 1 - (l: Lines 4, 7, & 8)1 $~ 

10. Tax Amount: Non-Participation (Federal Tax Schedule) $~ 
11. Tex Amount: Participation (Federal Tax Schedule) $__ljjjL_ 
12 . Consumption (Living Expenditures) $~ 
13. Income After Taxes end Consumption 

r Line 9 - p; Lines 10 & 12)1 $_L19.L 
14. Income After Taxes, Consumption, and Retirement 

[ Line 9 - (l: Lines 11 & 12)1 s ///// 
15. Annual Tax Saving (Line 10 - Line 11 ) $_llilL 
16. Annual Costs (Line 13 - Line 14) $_LLiiL_ 
17. Interest Rate to be Used in Computational Form 3 ___ % 

COMPUTA Tl ONAL FORM 2-F 

Line Description 

1. Capital Managed (Business Records) 

2. Change in Capital Managed (Inflation and/or growth) 

3. Capital for earning year (l: Lines 1 & 2) 

4. Surplus (Deficit) cf Capital [(Line 13, Farm 1) - (Line 3)1 

5. Surplus (Deficit) of Capital [(Line 14, Form 1) - (Line 3)1 

6. Return ta Capital and Management 

COMPUTATIONAL FORM 3-F 

Year Caeffic ient x Contribution Value of Fund Cost Coefficient 

5 5.4597 x $1,088 $ 5 940 $861 6.8989 

10 12.1154 x 1 088 13 182 + $861 15.3101 

15 20.5144 x 1,088 22,320 + $861 25.9233 

20 30.9308 x 1,088 33,653 $861 39.0859 

25 43.8493 x 1,088 47,708 $861 55.4099 

30 59.8714 x 1,088 65,140 $861 75.6562 

*Insurance contract yielding 4.400/o per annum compounded annually. 
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Participation 

$10,888 
$ 1,292 

10.00 % 
1 088 

0 
088 

1 000 
$ 1,200 
$ 7,600 
$ !./!Lt.. 
$ 1 304 
$ 5,892 

!iLL!.. 

$ 404 
$ 227 
$ 8gl 

4 !IQ % 

Value 

$173,038% 

$ 5, 156 

$178 194 

$ (3,891) 

$ ( 4,752) 

4.93% 

Equivalent 
Interest Rate 

16.16% 

9.16 

7.40 

6.56 

6,07 

5.75 
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From Form 3-.F indicates that alternative costs, shown as equivalent interest 
rates, are high at first but decline over time. At this point a person would nor
mally compute a Form 3 for each Keogh investment open to him. The relevant 
data from four alternatives, bonds, insurance, a mutual fund, and a hypothetical 
portfolio are summarized in Tables 4 and 5. The computations required to con
struct these tables for bonds, the mutual fund, and the hypothetical portfolio are 
in Appendix B. 

TABLE 4 - ACCUMULATED VALUE OF RETIREMENT FUND--FARMER 

Years Bonds Insurance 6.75% Return Mutual Fund 

5 $ 5,916 $ 5,940 $ 6,226 $ 6,511 

10 13,180 13,182 14,856 16,530 

15 22,101 22,320 26,820 31,944 

20 33,055 33,653 43,404 55,662 

25 46,507 47,708 66,394 92, 153 

30 63,025 65,140 98,624 148,300 

TABLE 5 - INTEREST RATES TO EQUATE ACCUMULATED VALUE 

OF COSTS WITH CONTRIBUTIONS--FARMER 

Years Bonds Insurance 6. 75% Return Mutual Fund 

5 15.95 16.16 18.45% 20.83% 

10 9.16 9.16 11.65 13.84 

15 7.28 7.40 9,75 11.94 

20 6.40 6.56 8.87 11.06 

25 5.89 6.07 8.36 10.56 

30 5.56 5.75 8.04 10.24 
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Before continuing the analysis, three important factors merit special emphasis. 

1. This farmer's income after taxes and living expenditures is not sufficient to al
low growth or expansion at the needed rate and still maintain the same stan
dard of living, even without a Keogh plan. 

2. He is operating on borrowed capital (nearly $40,000) for which he pays 6 per
cent interest. 

3. His rate of return to capital and management is 4.93 percent, which is less than 
his interest charges. 

Since his return to capital and management does not reflect changes in land 
value, his return of 4.93 percent is understated. Thus, if his land is increasing in 
value, he has a broader base on which to borrow operating capital. Furthermore, 
some of the activities in his farming operation are yielding a return greater and 
others less than his average return. This implies that those activities which are 
expected to yield a return greater than the cost of borrowed capital may be prof
itable to his operation. 

For ease of comparison the data in Table 5 are used to construct Figure 1. 

The table enables rapid estimate of the opportunity costs of a Keogh retirement 
plan. Figure 1 has three curves, one each for insurance, a mutual fund, and a hy
pothetical portfolio with a 6.75 percent return. A curve for bonds in Figure 1 

would approximate that of insurance, as can be seen when their respective values 
are compared in Tables 4 and 5. 

The position and slope of the curves in Figure 1 will change any time the 
values in Form 3 differ from those used to compute Table 5. The annual contri
butions and the interest coefficient determine their position while their slope or 
shape is determined by the relationship between contributions and costs. Thus, 
any change in deductions, exemptions, income levels, the number of full time 
employees, or the interest coefficients used in the computations will change the 
position and shape of these curves. 

Probably the most straightforward approach to evaluating the economic feasi
bility of participation in a Keogh plan for retirement for a farmer is to compute 
the costs of borrowing (interest rate) with the opportunity costs of Keogh par
ticipation. Thus, Figure 1 provides a readily discernible source for such compari
sons. Figure 1 could also be used to compare expected returns from internal in
vestments as well as other external investments. 

A return of 6 percent on an investment pays only the interest charges on a 
6 percent loan and leaves nothing for labor and management. Thus, one will gain 
if borrowed money yields a return greater than its cost, will lose if the situation 
is reversed, ceteris paribus, and will break even when returns equal costs. 

A line at the 6 percent level can be drawn on Figure 1 representing the stated 
interest rate. It intersects the insurance curve, I-I, at about 25 years. Thus, under 
the stated assumptions the farmer could economically borrow funds to partici
pate in a Keogh plan up to maximum of 25 years, which is greater than the 15 
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years prior to his retirement. Hence, it appears that from an economic viewpoint 
a Keogh plan is feasible, even if participation requires additional borrowings. 

Presently, interest rates of 8.00 percent are closer to reality than 6.00 percent. 
Assuming this to be true, the maximum time for which borrowed funds could 
be used is reduced to abour 13 years, the point at which 8.00 percent interest in
tersects the insurance curve, I-I. However, if he wanted to assume the greater 
risks associated with the hypothetical portfolio, curve H-H, or the mutual fund, 
curve M-M, he could easily invest borrowed funds for a period beyond his plan
ned retirement age. 

Referring to Figure 1 (and Table 5), the maximum average interest rare that 
the farmer can pay and feasibly participate is 7.40 percent if he invests in an in
surance contract with a fixed annuity. 

Or if one is interested in the Keogh plan for retirement security provisions 
it is only necessary to determine the required return from a Keogh investment 
which covers the prevailing interest rate. For example, assume interest rates are 
8.00 percent and the farmer plans to participate for 15 years. By trial and error, 
annuity coefficients can be substituted into the format of Form 3 until the proper 
return is determined which yields an equivalent percent greater than interest 
charges. With the case in point, a 4.75 percent return from a Keogh investment 
would feasibly allow the use of borrowed funds for up to 15 years. 3 7 

37 A rerurn from a variable annuity sold by an insurance company might be one way by which a 
4.75% rerum could be realized, but by the nature of these contracts it definitely cannot be assured. 
The computations used in arriving at 4.75% were as follows: annuity coefficient, 21.5786 x $1,088 = 
$23,477.5168 + $861 = 27.2672. The annuity coefficients for 8.00% and 8.25% are 27.1521 and 
27.6863, respectively. 
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APPENDIX A 

COMPUTATIONAL FORM 3A* 

Year Coeffic ient x Cont ribu tion Val ue Cost Coe ffi cie.n t Equivalent 

5 5 . 4372 x $2,088 $ 11,353 $1,594 7. 1222 17.77'% 

10 12.1141 x $2 , 088 25' 294 $1 , 594 15.8684 9 .90 

15 20 . 3132 x $2,088 42 , 414 .,.. $1 , 594 26.6085 7.74 

20 30 . 3815 x $2,088 63,437 $1 ,594 39. 7970 6.73 

25 42.7453 x $2,088 89,252 $1 , 594 55.9925 6. 14 

30 57 .9278 x $2 , 088 120,953 $1,594 75.8803 5.77 

*Bonds yie lding 4. 15% per annum compou nded semi-annually, C.P. A . 

COMPUTATIONAL FORM 3A* 

Year Coefficient x Contribution Va lue ;. Cost Coefficient Equivalent 

5 5.7221 x $2,088 Sll, 948 $1,594 7 . 4954 20 . 000/o 

10 13 . 6544 x 2, 088 28,510 $1,594 17. 8860 12.39 

15 24 .6504 x 2,088 51 , 470 $1 ,594 32 . 2898 10.20 

20 39 .8936 x 2,088 83,298 $1,594 52. 2571 

25 61.0243 x 2. 088 127,419 $1,594 79. 9364 

30 90.3166 x 2, 088 188,581 $1,594 11 8. 3068 

*Hypothetical Portfolio yield ing 6 . 75% per annum compounded annually, C. P. A. 

COMPUTATIONAL FORM 3A* 

Year Coefficient x Contribut ion Value Cost Coefficient Equivalent 

5 5.9847 x $2, 088 $12,496 $1,594 7.8394 720.00% 

10 15.1929 x $2 , 088 31, 723 ..:.. 1,594 19.9013 14.59 

15 29 . 3609 x $2,088 61, 306 1,594 38.4602 12.39 

20 51 . 1601 x $2,088 106, 822 1,594 67.0152 11.37 

25 84 . 7009 x $2,088 176,855 1, 594 110.9507 10.80 

30 136.3075 x $2, 088 284, 610 1,594 178.5508 10.43 

*Mutua l Fund yie lding 9.000/o per annum compounded an nually , C.P . A . 
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APPENDIX B 

COMPUTA Tl ONAL FORM 3- F* 

Year Coefficient x Contribution Value of Fund Cost Coefficient Equivalent 

5 5.4372 x $1,088 $ 5,9 16 + $861 6 . 8710 15.95% 

10 12 .1 141 x 1,088 13,180 ... 861 15 , 3077 9 .1 6 

15 20.3132 x 1,088 22, 101 ... 861 25.6689 7 . 28 

20 30 . 3815 x 1,088 33,055 861 38 . 3914 6.40 

25 42.7453 x 1,088 46,507 + 861 54.0150 5.89 

30 57. 9278 x 1,088 63,025 861 73.1997 5 .56 

*Bonds yieldi ng 4 .15% per annum compounded semi-annually, former.. 

COMPUTA Tl ONAL FORM 3-F* 

Year Coefficient x Contribution Value Cost Coefficient Equivalent 

5 5 . 7221 x $1,088 ,= 6,226 $861 7.2307 18.54% 

10 13.6544 x 1,088 14,856 861 17.2543 11.65 

15 24.6504 x 1,088 26,820 861 31. 1494 9.75 

20 39,8936 x 1,088 43 , 404 861 50,4114 8.87 

25 61 .0243 x 1,088 66,394 861 77.1 131 8 . 36 

30 90.3166 x 1,088 98,264 861 114.1282 8 . 04 

*Hypothetical Portfolio yielding 6.75% per annum compounded annually, former. 

COMPUTATIONAL FORM 3-F* 

Year Coefficient x Contribution Value Cost Coeffic ient Equivalent 

5 5.9847 x $1,088 6,511 $861 7 .5625 20 . 83 

10 15 . 1929 x 1,088 16,530 861 19 , 1984 13.84 

15 29 . 3609 x 1,088 31,945 861 37. 1018 11 .94 

20 51 . 1601 x 1,088 55,662 861 64.6483 11.06 

25 84.7009 x 1,088 92, 155 861 107.0320 10 .56 

30 136.3075 x 1,088 148, 303 861 172.2445 10 . 24 

*Mutual fund yie lding 9.00% per annum compounded annuall y, former. 
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APPENDIX C 

TABLE OF ANNUITY AMOUNTS 

PERIODS INTEREST RATE IN PERCENT 

N 3,00 3.25 3.50 3.75 
l 1.0000 1,0000 1.0000 1.0000 
2 2.0300 2,0325 2.0350 2.0375 
3 3.0909 3.0986 3.1062 3.1139 
4 4.1836 4. 1993 4.2149 4.2307 
5 5.3091 5.3357 5.3625 5.3893 
6 6.4684 6.5091 6.5502 6.5914 
7 7.6625 7.7207 7.7794 7.8386 
8 8.8923 8.9716 9.0517 9.1326 
9 10.1591 10.2632 10.3685 1.0.4750 

10 11.4639 11.5967 11.7314 11.8678 
11 12 .8078 12.9736 13 . 1420 13.3129 
12 14. 1920 14.3953 14.6020 14. 8121 
13 15.6178 15.8631 16.1130 16.3676 
14 17.0863 17.3787 17.6770 17.9813 
15 18 .5989 18.9435 19.2957 19.6556 
16 20.1569 20.5591 20.9710 21.3927 
17 21.7616 22.2273 22.7050 23.1950 
18 23.4144 23.9497 24.4997 25.0648 
19 25.1168 25.7281 26.3572 27.0047 
20 26.8703 27.5642 28.2797 29.0174 
21 28.6765 29.4601 30.2695 31.1055 
22 30.5367 31.4175 32.3289 33.2720 
23 32.4528 33.4386 34.4604 35.5197 
24 34.4264 35.5253 36.6665 37.8517 
25 36.4592 37.6799 38.9498 40.2711 
26 38.5530 39 .9045 41.3131 42.7813 
27 40.7096 42.2014 43.7590 45.3856 
28 42.9309 44.5730 46.2906 48.0875 
29 45.2188 47.0216 48.9108 50.8908 
30 47.5754 49.5498 51.6227 53.7992 

(CONTINUED) 
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APPENDIX TABLE I (CONTINUED) 

TABLE OF ANNUITY AMOUNTS 

PERIODS INTEREST RATE IN PERCENT 

N 4.00 4.25 4.50 ·4.75 

1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
2 2.0400 2.0425 2.0450 2.0475 
3 3. 1216 3.1293 3.1370 3.1448 
4 4.2465 4. 2623 4. 2782 4.2941 
5 5.4163 5. 4434 5.4707 5.4981 

6 6.6330 6.6748 6. 7169 6.7593 
7 7.8983 7.9585 8.0191 8.0803 
8 9.2141 9.2967 9.3800 9.4641 
9 10.5828 10.6918 10.8021 10.9137 

10 12.0061 12.1462 12.2882 12.4321 

11 13 . 4863 13 .6624 13.8412 14.0226 
12 15.0258 15 .2431 15 . 4640 15.6887 
13 16.6268 16.8909 17.1599 17.4339 
14 18.2919 18.6088 18.9321 19 .2620 
15 20.0236 20.3996 20.7840 21 . 1770 

16 21.8245 22 .2666 22.7193 23.1829 
17 23.6975 24.2130 24.7417 25 . 2840 
18 25.6454 26.2420 26.8551 27.4850 
19 27.6712 28.3573 29.0635 29.7906 
20 29 .7781 30.5625 31.3714 32.2056 

21 31.9692 32.8614 33.7831 34. 7354 
22 34.2480 35.2580 36.3034 37. 3853 
23 36.6179 37. 7565 38. 9370 40.1611 
24 39.0826 40.3611 41.6892 43.0688 
25 41 .6459 43 .0765 44.5652 46. 1145 

26 44.3117 45.9072 47.5706 49.3050 
27 47.0842 48.8583 50.7113 52.6470 
28 49.9676 51.9347 53. 9933 56.1477 
29 52.9663 55.1420 57.4230 59.8147 
30 56.0849 58.4855 61.0070 63.6559 

(CONTINUED) 
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APPENDIX TABLE I (CONTINUED) 

TABLE OF ANNUITY AMOUNTS 

PERIODS INTEREST RATE IN PERCENT 

N 5.00 5.25 5.50 5.75 

1 1 .0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 

2 2.0500 2.0525 2.0550 2.0575 

3 3.1525 3.1603 3. 1680 3.1758 

4 4.3101 4.3262 4.3423 4.3584 

5 5.5256 5.5533 5.5811 5.6090 

6 6.8019 6.8448 6.8880 6.9315 
7 8.1420 8.2042 8.2669 8.3301 

8 9 .5491 9 .6349 9.7216 9.8091 
9 11.0266 11.1407 11.2563 11.3731 

10 12.5779 12.7256 12.8753 13.0271 

11 14.2068 14.3937 14.5835 14.7761 
12 15.9171 16.1494 16 . 3856 16.6257 
13 17.7130 17.9972 18.2868 18.5817 
14 19.5986 19.9421 20.2926 20.6502 
15 21.5786 21.9891 22.4087 22.8376 

16 23.6575 24.1435 24.6411 25.1507 
17 25.8404 26.4110 26.9964 27.5969 
18 28 . 1324 28.7976 29.4812 30.1837 
19 30.5390 31.3095 32. 1027 32 .9193 
20 33.0659 33.9532 34.8683 35.8121 

21 35 .7192 36.7358 37.7861 38.8713 
22 38.5052 39.6644 40.8643 42. 1064 
23 41 . 4305 42.7468 44. 1118 45.5275 
24 44.5020 45 .9910 47.5380 49 . 1454 

25 47.7271 49.4055 51 . 1526 52.9712 

26 51.1134 52.9993 54.9660 57.0171 
27 54.6691 56.7817 58.9891 61.2955 
28 58.4026 60.7628 63.2335 65.8200 
29 62.3227 64.9528 67. 7113 70.6047 
30 66.4388 69.3628 72.4354 75.6644 

(CONTINUED) 
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APPENDIX TABLE I (CONTINUED) 

TABLE OF ANNUITY AMOUNTS 

PERIODS INTEREST RATE IN PERCENT 

N 6.00 6.25 6.50 6.75 

1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
2 2.0600 2.0625 2.0650 2.0675 
3 3.1836 3.1914 3.1992 3.2071 
4 4.3746 4.3909 4.4072 4.4235 
5 5.6371 5.6653 5.6936 5.7221 

6 6.9753 7.0194 7.0637 7.1084 
7 8.3938 8.4581 8.5229 8.5882 
8 9 .8975 9.9867 10.0769 10.1679 
9 11 .4913 11.6109 11.7318 11.8542 

10 13.1808 13.3366 13.4944 13.6544 

11 14.9716 15.1701 15.3716 15.5760 
12 16.8699 17.1182 17.3707 17.6274 
13 18.8821 19.1881 19 .4998 19.8173 
14 21,0151 21.3874 21.7673 22.1549 
15 23.2760 23.7241 24.1822 24.6504 

16 25.6725 26.2069 26.7540 27.3143 
17 28.2129 28.8448 29.4930 30.1580 
18 30.9056 31.6476 32.4101 33.1937 
19 33.7600 34.6256 35.5167 36.4342 
20 36.7856 37 .7897 38.8253 39.8936 

21 39.9927 41.1515 42.3489 43.5864 
22 43.3923 44.7235 46.1016 47.5285 
23 46.9958 48.5187 50.0982 51.7366 
24 50.8155 52.5511 54.3546 56.2288 
25 54.8645 56.8356 58.8877 61.0243 

26 59.1563 61.3878 63.7154 66.1434 
27 63.7057 66.2245 68.8569 71,6081 
28 68.528~ 71.3635 74.3325 77.4417 
29 73.6397 76.8238 80.1642 83.6690 
30 79 ,0581 82.6253 86.3748 90.3166 

(CONTINUED) 
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APPENDIX TABLE I (CONTINUED) 

TABLE OF ANNUITY AMOUNTS 

PERIODS INTEREST RATE IN PERCENT 

N 7.00 7.25 7.50 7.75 

1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
2 2. 0700 2.0725 2.0750 2.0775 
3 3.2149 3.2228 3.2306 3.2385 
4 4. 4399 4.4564 4.4729 4.4895 
5 5.7507 5. 7795 5.8084 5.8374 

6 7.1533 7.1985 7.2440 7.2898 
7 8.6540 8.7204 8.7873 8.8548 
8 10.2598 10.3526 10.4464 10.5410 
9 11.9780 12.1032 12.2298 12.3580 

10 13.8164 13.9807 14.1471 14.3157 

11 15.7836 15.9943 16.2081 16.4252 
12 17.8884 18.1539 18.4237 18.6981 
13 20.1406 20.4700 20.8055 21.1472 
14 22 .5505 22. 9541 23.3659 23.7861 
15 25 . 1290 25.6183 26.1184 26.6296 

16 27. 8880 28.4756 29.0772 29 .6933 
17 30.8402 31.5401 32.2580 32.9946 
18 33.9990 34.8267 35.6774 36.5517 
19 37.3790 38.3516 39 . 3532 40.3844 
20 40.9955 42.1321 43 . 3047 44 .5142 

21 44.8652 46.1867 47. 5525 48.9640 
22 49 .0057 50.5353 52 . 1190 53.7588 
23 53.4361 55.1991 57.0279 58.9251 
24 58.1766 60.2010 62.3050 64.4918 
25 63.2490 65.5656 67. 9778 70 . 4899 

26 68.6764 71 . 3191 74.0762 76.9528 
27 74.4838 77.4897 80 .6319 83.9167 
28 80.6977 84.1077 87.6793 91.4202 
29 87.3465 91.2055 95.2552 99.5053 
30 94.4607 98.8179 103.3993 108.2169 

(CONTINUED) 
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APPENDIX TABLE I (CONTINUED) 

TABLE OF ANNUITY AMOUNTS 

PERIODS INTEREST RATE IN PERCENT 

N 8.00 8.25 8.50 8.75 

1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
2 2.0800 2.0825 2.0850 2.0875 
3 3.2464 3.2543 3.2622 3.2702 
4 4.5061 4.5228 4.5395 4.5563 
5 5.8666 5.8959 5.9254 5.9550 

6 7.3359 7.3823 7.4290 7.4760 
7 8.9228 8.9914 9.0605 9.1302 
8 10.6366 10.7332 10.8306 10.9291 
9 12.4876 12.6186 12.7512 12.8854 

10 14.4866 14.6597 14.8351 15.0128 

11 16.6455 16.8691 17.0961 17 .3265 
12 18.9771 19.2608 19.5492 19.8425 
13 21.4953 21.8498 22.2109 22.5787 
14 24.2149 24.6524 25.0989 25.5544 
15 27.1521 27.6863 28.2323 28.7904 

16 30.3243 30.9704 31.6320 32.3096 
17 33.7502 34.5254 35.3207 36.1366 
18 37.4502 38.3738 39.3230 40.2986 
19 41.4463 42.5396 43.6654 44.8247 
20 45.7620 47.0491 48.3770 49 .7469 

21 50.4229 51.9307 53.4890 55.0997 
22 55.4567 57.2150 59.0356 60.9210 
23 60.8933 62.9352 65.0536 67.2515 
24 66.7647 69.1273 71.5832 74.1360 
25 73.1059 75.8303 78.6678 81.6230 

26 79.9544 83.0864 86.3545 89.7650 
27 87.3507 90.9410 94.6947 98.6194 
28 95.3388 99.4436 103.7437 108.2486 
29 103.9659 108.6477 113.5619 118.7203 
30 113.2832 118.6111 124.2147 130.1084 

(CONTINUED) 
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APPENDIX TABLE I (CONTINUED) 

TABLE OF ANNUITY AMOUNTS 

PERIODS INTEREST RATE IN PERCENT 

N 9.00 9.25 9.50 9.75 

1 1.0000 1.000 1.0000 1.0000 
2 2.0900 2.0925 2.0950 2.0975 
3 3.2781 3.2861 3.2940 3.3020 
4 4.5731 4.5900 4.6070 4.6240 
5 5.9847 6.0146 6.0446 6.0748 

6 7.5233 7.5709 7.6189 7.6671 
7 9.2004 9.2713 9.3426 9.4146 
8 11.0285 11.1288 11.2302 11.3325 
9 13.0210 13.1583 13.2971 13.4375 

10 15.1929 15.3754 15.5603 15.7476 

11 17.5603 17.7976 18.0385 18.2830 
12 20.1407 20.4439 20.7522 21.0656 
13 22.9534 23.3350 23.7236 24.1195 
14 26.0192 26.4934 26.9774 27.4712 
15 29.3609 29.9441 30.5402 31.1496 

16 33.0034 33.7139 34.4415 35.1867 
17 36.9737 37.8325 38.7135 39.6174 
18 41.3013 42.3320 43.3913 44.4801 
19 46.0184 47.2477 48.5134 49.8169 
20 51.1601 52.6181 54.1222 55.6740 

21 56.7645 58.4852 60.2638 62.1022 
22 62.8733 64.8951 66.9889 69 .1572 
23 69.5319 71.8979 74.3528 76.9000 
24 76.7898 79 .5485 82.4164 85.3978 
25 84.7009 87.9067 91.2459 94.7241 

26 93.3239 97,0381 100.9143 104.9597 
27 102.7231 107.0141 111 .5011 116.1932 
28 112. 9682 117.9129 123.0937 128.5221 
29 124.1353 129.8198 135.7876 142.0530 
30 136.3075 142.8282 149.6875 156.9031 

(CONTINUED) 
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APPENDIX TABLE I (CONTINUED) 

TABLE OF ANNUITY AMOUNTS 

PERIODS INTEREST RATE IN PERCENT 

N 10.00 10.25 10.50 10.75 

1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
2 2.1000 2.1025 2. 1050 2.1075 

3 3.3100 3.3180 3.3260 3.3341 

4 4.6410 4.6581 4.6753 4.6925 

5 6.1051 6.1356 6.1662 6.1969 

6 7.7156 7.7645 7.8136 7.8631 
7 9 .4872 9.5603 9.6340 9 .7084 

8 11.4359 11.5402 11.6456 11.7520 

9 13.5795 13.7231 13.8684 14.0153 
10 15 .9374 16.1297 16.3246 16.5220 

11 18.5312 18.7830 19.0387 19.2981 

12 21.3843 21.7083 22.0377 22.3726 

13 24.5227 24. 9334 25.3517 25.7777 

14 27 .9750 28.4891 29.0136 29.5488 

15 31.7725 32.4092 33.0600 33.7253 

16 35 .9497 36.7311 37.5313 38.3508 

17 40.5447 41.4961 42.4721 43.4735 

18 45.5992 46.7494 47.9317 49.1469 

19 51.1591 52 .5412 53 . 9645 55.4302 

20 57.2750 58.9267 60.6308 62.3889 

21 64.0025 65.9667 67 .9970 70.0957 

22 71.4027 73.7283 76.1367 78 .6310 

23 79.5430 82.2854 85.1311 88.0838 

24 88. 4973 91.7197 95.0698 98.5528 

25 98.3470 102.1209 106.0521 110.1473 

26 109 . 1817 113.5883 118.1876 122.9881 

27 121.0999 126.2311 131.5973 137.2093 

28 134.2099 140.1698 146.4150 152.9593 

29 148.6309 155.5372 162.7886 170 . 4024 

30 164. 4940 172.4798 180. 8814 189.7207 

(CONTINUATION) 
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APPENDIX TABLE I (CONTINUED) 

TABLE OF ANNUITY AMOUNTS 

PERIODS INTEREST RATE IN PERCENT 

N 11.00 11.25 11.50 11.75 

l 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
2 2.1100 2.1125 2. 1150 2.1175 
3 3.3421 3.3502 3.3582 3.3663 
4 4.7097 4.7270 4.7444 4.7618 
5 6.2278 6.2588 6.2900 6.3214 

6 7.9129 7.9630 8.0134 8.0641 
7 9.7833 9.8588 9 .9349 10.0117 
8 11.8594 11.9679 12.0774 12.1880 
9 14.1640 14.3143 14.4663 14.6201 

10 16.7220 16.9247 17.1300 17 .3380 

11 19.5614 19.8287 20.0999 20.3752 
12 22.7132 23.0594 23.4114 23.7693 
13 26.2116 26.6536 27.1037 27.5622 
14 30.0949 30.6521 31.2206 31.8007 
15 34.4054 35.1005 35.8110 36.5373 

16 39.1899 40.0493 40.9293 41.8304 
17 44.5008 45.5548 46.6362 47.7455 
18 50.3959 51.6797 52.9993 54.3556 
19 56.9395 58.4937 60.0942 61.7424 
20 64.2028 66.0743 68.0051 69 .9971 

21 72.2651 74.5076 76.8256 79.2218 
22 81.2143 83.8897 86.6606 89.5304 
23 91.1479 94.3273 97.6266 101.0502 
24 102.1741 105.9391 109.8536 113.9236 
25 114.4133 118.8573 123.4868 128.3096 

26 127.9988 133.2287 138.6878 144.3860 
27 143.0786 149.2170 155.6368 162.3513 
28 159.8173 167.0039 174.5351 182.4276 
29 178.3972 186.7918 195.6066 204.8628 
30 199.0208 208.8059 219.1014 229.9342 

(CONTINUED) 
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APPENDIX TABLE I (CONTINUED) 

TABLE OF ANNUITY AMOUNTS 

PERIODS INTEREST RATE IN PERCENT 

N 12.00 12.25 12.50 12.75 

1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
2 2.1200 2.1225 2.1250 2. 1275 
3 3.3744 3.3825 3.3906 3.3988 
4 4.7793 4.7969 4.8145 4.8321 
5 6.3528 6.3845 6.4163 6.4482 

6 8.1152 8.1666 8.2183 8.2703 
7 10.0890 10.1670 10.2456 10.3248 
8 12.2997 12.4124 12.5263 12.6412 
9 14.7757 14. 9330 15.0921 15.2530 

10 17.5487 17.7622 17.9786 18.1977 

11 20.6546 20.9381 21.2259 21.5179 
12 24.1331 24.5030 24.8791 25.2615 
13 28.0291 28.5047 28.9890 29.4823 
14 32.3926 32.9965 33 .6126 34.2413 
15 37.2797 38.0386 38.8142 39.6071 

16 42.7533 43.6983 44.6660 45.6570 
17 48.8837 50.0513 51.2493 52.4782 
18 55.7497 57.1826 58.6554 60.1692 
19 63.4397 65.1875 66.9873 68.8408 
20 72.0524 74. 1729 76.3608 78.6180 

21 81.6987 84.2591 86. 9058 89 .6418 
22 92.5026 95.5808 98.7691 102.0711 
23 104.6029 108.2895 112.1152 116.0851 
24 118. 1552 122.5550 127.1296 131.8860 
25 133.3338 138.5679 144.0208 149.7015 

26 150.3339 156.5425 163.0234 169.7884 
27 169.3739 176.7190 184.4013 192.4364 
28 190.6988 199 .3670 208.4515 217. 9720 
29 214.5827 224.7895 235.5079 246.7635 
30 241.3326 253.3262 265.9464 279.2258 

(CONTINUED) 
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APPENDIX TABLE I (CONTINUED) 

TABLE OF ANNUITY AMOUNTS 

PERIODS INTEREST RATE IN PERCENT 

N 13.00 13.25 13.50 13.75 

1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1,0000 
2 2.1300 2.1325 2, 1350 2.1375 
3 3.4069 3.4151 3.4232 3.4314 
4 4.8498 4.8676 4.8854 4.9032 
5 6.4803 6.5125 6.5449 6.5n4 

6 8.3227 8.3754 8.4284 8.4818 
7 10.4047 10.4851 10.5663 10.6481 
8 12.7573 12.8744 12.9927 13.1122 
9 15.4157 15.5803 15.7467 15.9151 

10 18.4197 18.6447 18.8726 19 .1034 

11 21.8143 22.1151 22.4204 22.7301 
12 25.6502 26.0453 26.4471 26.8555 
13 29.9847 30.4964 31.0175 31.5482 
14 34.8827 35.5371 36.2048 36.8860 
15 40.4175 41.2458 42.0925 42.9579 

16 46.6717 47.7109 48.7749 49.8646 
17 53.7391 55.0325 56.3596 57 .7209 
18 61.7251 63.3244 64.9681 66.6576 
19 70.7494 72.7148 74.7388 76.8230 
20 80.9468 83.3496 85.8285 88.3861 

21 92.4699 95.3934 98.4154 101.5392 
22 105.4910 109 .0330 112.7014 116.5009 
23 120,2048 124.4799 128.9161 133.5198 
24 136.8314 141. 9734 147.3198 152.8787 
25 155.6195 161.7849 168.2080 174.8995 

26 176.8500 184.2214 191.9161 199.9482 
27 200.8406 209.6307 218.8247 228.4411 
28 227.9498 238.4068 249.3661 260.8517 
29 258.5833 270.9957 284.0305 297.7188 
30 293.1991 307.9026 323.3746 339.6552 

(CONTINUED) 
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APPENDIX TABLE I (CONTINUED) 

TABLE OF ANNUi TY AMOUNTS 

PERIODS INTEREST RA TE IN PERCENT 

N 14.00 14.25 14.50 14.75 

1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
2 2.1400 2.1425 2.1450 2.1475 
3 3.4396 3.4478 3.4560 3.4643 
4 4.9211 4.9391 4.9571 4. 9752 
5 6.6101 6.6429 6.6759 6.7091 

6 8.5355 8.5896 8.6439 8.6987 
7 10.7305 10.8136 10.8973 10.9817 
8 13.2328 13.3545 13.4774 13.6015 
9 16.0853 16.2575 16.4317 16.6078 

10 19.3373 19 .5742 19.8142 20.0574 

11 23.0445 23.3635 23.6873 24.0159 
12 27.2707 27.6929 28.1220 28.5582 
13 32.0886 32.6391 33. 1997 33.7705 
14 37.5811 38.2902 39.0136 39.7517 
15 43.8424 44.7465 45.6706 46.6151 

16 50.9803 52.1229 53.2928 54.4908 
17 59.1176 60.5504 62.0203 63.5282 
18 68.3940 70. 1788 72.0132 73.8986 
19 78.9692 81.1793 83.4551 85.7986 
20 91.0249 93.7474 96.5561 99.4539 

21 104.7684 108. 1063 111.5567 115.1234 
22 120.4359 124.5115 128.7325 133.1041 
23 138.2970 143. 2544 148.3987 153. 7369 
24 158.6585 164.6681 170.9165 177.4131 
25 181.8707 189.1333 196.6994 204.5815 

26 208.3326 217.0848 226.2208 235.7573 
27 238.4992 249.0194 260.0228 271.5315 
28 272.8891 285.5047 298.7261 312.5824 
29 312.0936 327. 1891 343.0414 359.6883 
30 356.7867 374.8136 393.7824 413.7423 

(CONTINUED) 
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APPENDIX TABLE I (CONTINUED) 

TABLE OF ANNUITY AMOUNTS 

PERIODS INTEREST RA TE IN PERCENT 

N 15.00 15.25 15.50 15.75 

1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
2 2.1500 2. 1525 2. 1550 2.1575 
3 3.4725 3.4808 3.4890 3.4973 
4 4.9934 5.0116 5.0298 5.0481 
5 6.7424 6.7758 6.8094 6.8432 

6 8.7537 8.8091 8. 8649 8.9210 
7 11.0668 11.1525 11.2390 11.3261 
8 13. 7268 13.8533 13.9810 14.1099 
9 16.7858 16.9659 17. 1481 17.3323 

10 20.3037 20.5532 20.8060 21.0621 

11 24.3493 24.6876 25.0309 25.3794 
12 29.0017 29.4525 29.9107 30.3766 
13 34.3519 34.9440 35.5469 36. 1609 
14 40.5047 41.2729 42.0567 42.8563 
15 47.5804 48.5670 49.5755 50 .6061 

16 55.7175 56.9735 58.2597 59.5766 
17 65.0751 66.6620 68.2899 69.9599 
18 75.8363 77.8279 79.8749 81. 9786 
19 88.2118 90.6967 93.2554 95.8902 
20 102.4436 105.5279 108.7100 111 .9929 

21 118.8108 122.6209 126.5601 130.6318 
22 137.6316 142.3206 147. 1769 152.2063 
23 159.2763 165.0245 170. 9893 177.1788 
24 184.1678 191. 1908 198.4926 206.0845 
25 212.7930 221.3474 230.2590 239.5428 

26 245.7119 256. 1028 266.9492 278.2708 
27 283.5687 296. 1585 309.3263 323.0984 
28 327.1040 342.3227 358. 2718 374.9864 
29 377.1696 395.5269 414.8040 435.0468 
30 434.7450 456.8447 480.0986 504.5667 

(CONTINUED) 
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APPENDIX TABLE I (CONTINUED) 

TABLE OF ANNUITY AMOUNTS 

PERIODS INTEREST RATE IN PERCENT 

N 16.00 16.25 16.50 16.75 

1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
2 2.1600 2.1625 2.1650 2.1675 
3 3.5056 3.5139 3.5222 3.5306 
4 5.0665 5.0849 5. 1034 5.1219 
5 6.8771 6.9112 6.9455 6.9798 

6 8.9775 9.0343 9.0915 9.1490 
7 11.413 11.5024 11.5915 11.6814 
8 14.2401 14.3715 14.5041 14.6381 
9 17.5185 17.7069 17.8973 18.0899 

10 21.3215 21.5842 21.8504 22.1200 

11 25.7329 26.0917 26.4557 26.8251 
12 30.8502 31.3316 31 .8209 32.3183 
13 36.7862 37.4229 38.0713 38.7316 
14 43.6720 44.5042 45.3531 46.2192 
15 51.6595 52.7361 53.8364 54.9609 

16 60.9250 62.3057 63.7194 65. 1668 
17 71 .6730 73.4304 75.2331 77.0823 
18 84. 1407 86.3628 88.6465 90.9935 
19 98.6032 101.3968 104.2732 107.2349 
20 115.3797 118.8737 122.4783 126. 1968 

21 134.8405 139.1907 143.6872 148.3347 
22 157.4150 162.8092 168.3955 174.1808 
23 183.6013 190.2657 197. 1808 204.3561 
24 213.9776 222.1838 230.7156 239 .5857 
25 249.2140 259 .2887 269.7837 280.7164 

26 290.0882 302.4231 315.2980 328.7363 
27 337.5023 352.5669 368.3222 384.7997 
28 392.5027 410.8590 430.0953 450.2536 
29 456.3031 478.6236 502.0611 526.6711 
30 530.3116 557.3999 585.9011 615.8885 

(CONTINUED) 
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APPENDIX TABLE I (CONTINUED) 

TABLE OF ANNUITY AMOUNTS 

PERIODS INTEREST RATE IN PERCENT 

N 17.00 17.25 17.50 17.75 

1 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
2 2.1700 2.1725 2.1750 2.1775 
3 3.5389 3.5473 3.5556 3.5640 
4 5.1405 5.1592 5.1779 5.1966 
5 7.01 44 7.0491 7.0840 7. 1190 

6 9.2068 9.2651 9.3237 9.3826 
7 11 .7720 11.8633 11.9553 12.0481 
8 14.7733 14.9097 15.0475 15.1866 
9 18.2847 18.4817 18.6808 18.8822 

10 22.3931 22.6697 22.9500 23.2338 

11 27. 1999 27 .5803 27.9662 28.3578 
12 32.8239 33.3379 33.8603 34.3913 
13 39.4040 40.0887 40.7858 41.4958 
14 47. 1027 48 .0040 48.9234 49.8613 
15 56.1101 57.2846 58.4850 59.7116 

16 66.6488 68. 1662 69.7198 71. 3105 
17 78.9791 80.9249 82.9208 84.9681 
18 93.4056 95.8845 98.4319 101.0499 
19 110.2845 113.4245 116.6575 119.9862 
20 130.0329 133.9903 138.0726 142.2838 

21 153. 1385 158.1036 163.2353 168.5392 
22 180. 1720 186.3764 192.8014 199 . 4549 
23 211.8012 219.5264 227.5417 235.8581 
24 248.8075 258.3947 268.3615 278. 7229 
25 292. 1047 303.9678 316.3247 329.1963 

26 342.7625 357.4022 372.6816 388.6286 
27 402.0321 420.0541 438.9008 458.6102 
28 471.3776 493.5134 516.7085 541.0135 
29 552.5118 579.6445 608. 1324 638.0434 
30 647.4387 680.6331 715.5556 752.2960 

(CONTINUED) 
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APPENDIX TABLE I (CONTINUED) 

TABLE OF ANNUi TY AMOUNTS 

PERIODS INTEREST RATE IN PERCENT 

N 18.00 18.25 18.50 18.75 

l 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
2 2.1800 2.1825 2. 1850 2.1875 
3 3.5724 3.5808 3.5892 3.5977 
4 5.2154 5.2343 5.2532 5.2722 
5 7.1542 7. 1896 7.2251 7.2608 

6 9 .4420 9.5017 9.5617 9.6221 
7 12.1415 12.2357 12.3306 12.4263 
8 15.3270 15.4687 15.6118 15.7562 
9 19.0859 19.2918 19.5000 19.7105 

10 23.5213 23.8125 24.1075 24.4063 

11 28.7551 29.1583 29.5674 29 .9824 
12 34.9311 35.4797 36.0373 36.6041 
13 42.2187 42.9547 43.7042 44.4674 
14 50.8180 51.7940 52.7895 53.8050 
15 60.9653 62.2464 63.5556 64.8935 

16 72.9390 74.6063 76.3134 78.0610 
17 87.0680 89.2220 91.4313 93.6975 
18 103.7403 106.5050 109.3461 112.2657 
19 123.4135 126.9422 130.5751 134.3156 
20 146.6279 151.1091 155.7316 160.4997 

21 174.0210 179 .6865 185.5419 191.5934 
22 206.3447 213.4793 220.8671 228.5172 
23 244.4868 253.4393 262. 7275 272.3641 
24 289.4944 300.6919 312.3321 324.4324 
25 342.6034 356.5682 371. 1136 386.2635 

26 405.2720 422.6419 440.7696 459 .6879 
27 479.2210 500.7740 523.3119 546.8794 
28 566.4807 593.1653 621.1246 650.4193 
29 669.4473 702.4179 737.0327 773.3729 
30 790.9478 831.6092 874.3837 919.3803 

(CONTINUED) 
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APPENDIX TABLE I (CONTINUED) 

TABLE OF ANNUITY AMOUNTS 

PERIODS INTEREST RATE IN PERCENT 

N 19.00 19.25 19.50 19.75 

l 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
2 2.1900 2. 1925 2.1950 2.1975 
3 3.6061 3.6146 3.6230 3.6315 
4 5.2913 5.3104 5.3295 5.3487 
5 7.2966 7.3326 7.3688 7.4051 
6 9.6830 9.7441 9.8057 9 .8676 
7 12.5227 12.6199 12.7178 12.8165 
8 15.9020 16.0492 16.1978 16.3477 
9 19.9234 20. 1387 20.3563 20.5764 

10 24.7089 25.0154 25.3258 25.6402 
11 30.4035 30.8308 31.2643 31.7042 
12 37. 1802 37.7657 38.3609 38. 9657 
13 45.2445 46.0357 46.8412 47.6615 
14 54.8409 55.8975 56.9753 58.0746 
15 66.2607 67.6578 69.0855 70.5443 

16 79.8502 81.6819 83.5571 85.4768 
17 96.0217 98.4057 100.8508 103.3585 
18 115.2659 118.3488 121.5167 124.7718 
19 138.1664 142.1309 146.2124 150.4143 
20 165.4180 170.5911 175.7238 181. 1211 

21 197.8474 204.3106 210.9900 217.8925 
22 236.4384 244.6404 253.1330 261. 9262 
23 282.3617 292.7337 303.4940 314.6567 
24 337.0104 350.0849 363.6753 377.8014 
25 402.0424 418.4763 435.5919 453.4171 

26 479.4305 500.0330 521 .5324 543.9670 
27 571.5222 597.2893 624.2312 652.4005 
28 681.1114 713.2675 746.9562 782.2495 
29 811.5226 851.5715 893.6127 937.7438 
30 966.7119 1016.4990 1068.8672 1123.9482 
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